Fastin g for
the
Af rican
Dro ught
On Wednesday, May 1st, students on colleges and
high schools across America are organizing the Fast
to Save a People. Co-sponsored by Oxfam-America
and Project Relief , the Fast is aimed at hel ping the
six to ten million people who fa ce death from starvation as a result of the ongoing African drought,
which has been called "the worse ecological disaster
of the century." The Fast unites a massive fundraising effort with an attempt to develop awareness
of both the crisis situati on in sub-Saharan Africa
and impending food shortages in other parts of the
world.
On May 1st, students are urged to skip one or all
of the day 's meals and to donate the money thus
saved to help the people of the drought-stricken
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Best
Speaker
S. Ann Earon of Barrington , Rhode Island , has
won first prize in the 39th annual Levine Extemporaneous Speaking Contest at Colby.
A senior majoring in English and music, Ms. Earon
was presented with an award of $50 for her speech
espousing the concept of limiting the number of
terms for members of Congress.
The Barrington High School graduate , who says
her dream is to teach public speaking and debate,
said putting a limit on the number of terms would
result in an increase in responsiveness to the public
and a decrease in incompetence in Congress. She
claimed the time factor would "force Congressmen
to be more responsive; perpetuate a constant flow of
new. . . rejuvenated ideas; increase effectiveness because stress would be on performance, not seniority;
and make Congress become more dynam ic and in
tune with people."
The Levine winner cited an "incompetency factor "in the Congress which, by its very structure today , "promotes mediocrity ." To solve the problem ,
Ms. Earon proposed a limit of three six-year terms
for Senators and six two-year terms for House members.
The contest is sponsored each year by Waterville
attorney Lewis Lester Levine, a 1916 Colby graduate, in honor of his parents, Julius and Rachel. The
overall topic this year was "The President, The Con
gress, and the Disillusioned Public."

Three Days of
Sociology
A three-day sociological symposium, May 1-3 at
Colby College lias been named in honor of Albion
Woodbury Small , 1876 Colby graduate and former
president of the college, who is considered "the
father of American sociology ."
Keynote speaker will be George Caspar Homans,
chairm an of the department of sociology at Harvard .
His topic for a public lecture at 8 p.m. in Given
Auditorium on May 1 will be "Albion Small and
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Sociology Today."
Four Colby graduates, social scientists who are
now teaching in various colleges, will give papers and
participate in panel and informal discussions.
Small served as president of Colb y from 1889-92.
He was the first alumnus to be chosen for the office,
and at 35 years of age, the youngest president to be
named by the college.
Born in Buckfield , Small prepared for college in
Portland schools. He left the presidency of Colby to
join the faculty at the University of Chicago where he
organized and headed the first department of sociology in the United States.
Later at Chicago he became dean of the College of
Liberal arts and dean of the Graduate School of
Arts and Literature. He died in 1926.

Behaviour Control

The symposium will be seeking to discover what
constitutes behavior control and to consider the ethical implications of its use. While the discussion will
center on the use and desirability of behavior control
methods in mental hospitals, this shall not restrict
the discussion to the context of the institution , since
there should be concern with the question of whether
behavior control exists as the primary social phenomenon. This question should be dealt with in order
to justify a position on behavior control of mental
patients.
The panel will consist of :Dr. Bernard Saper, the
Superintendent of the Bangor Mental Health Institute,
where his . main interest is in clinical psychology and
he has published extensively in that field ; Dr.
Richard Elam, clinical psychologist at the Kennebec
Mental Health Center, working in Waterville area
schools; Dr. Robert Reuman , who has published a
number of articles and is presently professor of Philosophy at Colby College; and it is hoped that a man
who has experienced behavior control from the perpective of a patient will be available for the discussion . Besides being a poet , he is active in the area of
mental-patient rights. The moderator for the symposium will be Dr, Paul Jenson , now serving as Dean of
Faculty and Professor of Psychology at Colby.
¦An hour presentation by the panel will be followed by an hour and a half open discussion. The
symposium , will occur in Dunn Lou nge, Runnals
Uni on , at Colby, on April 29 at 3:30. This program
is sponsored by the Colby Sym posium Series.

area. Students will also solicit financial sponsors to
underwrite their fast. Funds raised in this way will
be used immediately for food , family planning and
medical assistance . In addition , they will be carefully channeled into such long-range projects as agricultural training programs, well drilling, and water resource management, credit cooperatives to aid small
farmers in the purchase of seeds, fertilizers, and insecticides; in short, to help build the kind of sound
and sustainable agriculture so urgently needed in these
developing nations.
Even in the best of times the countries south of
the Sahara desert are among the poorestjn the world.
Now, in Mauritania, Senegal, Niger, Upper Volta,
Mali, Chad , Sudan , and Ethiopia the rains have
failed for six to eight years. Scientists estimate that,
as a result of the drought, the Sahara is expanding
into these countries at the unprecedented rate of 30
miles per year. If the process is not halted soon , significant amounts of agricultural land will be permanently removed from production at a time of increasing world-wide food scarcity.
News coverage of this insidious disaster has been
scanty. These countries have no oil, no stratigic location, and now, no exportable agriculture. They are
isolated from the larger world by distance, a forbidding climate, and a lack of adequate transportation routes. Despite well-meaning governmental relief efforts, the need for food stuffs and agricultural
development increases.
Co-sponsors of the day-long fast are OxfamAmerican and Project Relief. Oxfam-America with
headquarters in Newton, Mass., is the American
branch of the international Oxfam organization begun in Oxford, England during World War II. The
organization has JO years of experience in the field
of international relief and long-term development
assistance and has an exceptional record for efferent management of funds and careful planning
and supervision of projects.
Project Relief , located in Providence , R. I., is a
non-profit , tax-exempt charitable fund-raising organization which was established in 1971 in response to
the needs of Bengali refugees in India. The organization pays neither salaries nor rent and accepts only
donated staff services so that the greatest possible
percentage of each dollar is used for direct relief.
Project Relief is now focusing its energ ies on the
Africa n drought disaster.
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Two Spanish societies will take center stage, at
Colby College .on Thursday, April 25, with a uniqu e
presentation of four one-act plays.
The performances , directed by Prof. Francisco R.
Perez, will be at 7 p.m. in the Roberts Union Loft
Theater.
A second presentation is scheduled at the^Forcign Language Festival, University of Maine at Orono
Saturday, April 27 in Little Hall at 2 s 30 p.m.

The response on the part of the student body to class, Stu-G, and Board of
Trustees elections has been encouraging. It seems that with a little publicity,
the latent enthusiasm around campus can be tapped. Something for which enthusiasm should be generated , and something which is perhaps the most important campus issue of the year, is the new Student Association Constitution.
What has recently been made note of in the Echo and what has been apparent all alorg, is the inefficacy of the present Student Government system:it
has neither been able to represent the student body, nor has it been able to
govern. The previous Student Government regimes were all painfull y aware of
their built-in inadequacy, yet were drained of all enthusiasm to renovate the
system. The Bernard Administration deserves a great deal of credit for overcoming these obstacles, and actually developing a plan Tor change.
This has been a year of heightened consciousness for women at Colby: a
women's group has been organized , a festival presented, courses offered in women's studies, vocal faculty leadership emerged, and a general sense of confidence
and awareness, promoted by these diverse endeavors, imbues the campus. The
quest for a greater status by Colby women seems to have stopped at the student
and faculty level, for there is little evidence of any effort by administrators to
significantly upgrade and expand any responsibilities of women within its own
ranks. Presently these is only one woman administrator, Dean Doris Downing,
in the whole Eustis complex; her responsibilities as assistant dean of students
have been progressively narrowed to include only housing m atters, thus curtailing her policy making power. When her position is vacated this June , the.
Dean 's office will be comprised solely of men , as a reorganization is underway
which eliminates Downing 's post and creates a new position, distinct from the
Dean 's office, tentatively designated as Director of Housing. Whether or not
the individual who fills that job is female, the scope of his/her activities are
severely diminished from that the assistant dean position once carried and renders him/her all but ineffectual in m atters divorced from housing.

The new Student Association Constitution brings with it a lot of new jargon ,
representative of its awareness of its redesigned role in college politics, not to
mention a sign of the times .chairpeople. The most important aspect of the new
constitution is its reemphasis on the role of student participation in the committee system.
As the PIRG/Administration/Trusstee experience of last week amply illus
trates, students are not seriously listened to at Colby. More active involvement
in the existing governm ental channels does not guarantee increased respect
being accorded students, but such participation does facilitate the process. The
new Constitution would foster, we daresay require, much closer communication
between Committee members and the Student Association Executive Committee and more participation on the committees. A lack of this communication and participation on one's committee would be grounds for rem oval of
that member from his/her committee. The Committee Chairperson would be
obliged to solicit members for these committees—something which is, ostensibly, of questionable value, but something which represents, hopefully , a positive step in breaking this vicious circle of apath y that now surrounds us.
The new Constitution is not a faultless document. When considered as a
whole, however, the general impression must be favorable : it represents an
attempt to break with the problems of the past after a careful , objective look
at them. Perhaps the renewed student enthusiasm revealed in this week's
elections will spread to the new Student Association, provided the referendum
calls it into being. The new Constitution already has the Echo 's support; it now
deserves yours.
We are most perturbed with these arrangements at the administrative level.
This is a co-educational college with nearly equal numbers of men and women.
There should , therefore, be vital female representation in the office of the Dean
of Students, the organ with which students have the most direct communication. If it is more pragmatic to have a housing director to solve the perpetual
problem? associated with communal living, we applau d that move but not at
the expense of women in high level adminis trative positions. Downing state d
that "women come to her with problems they can 't discuss with a man ;" with
no other women in Eustis positions , that avenue of discourse is effectivel y
closed, and it is unfair to ask female students to take all personal problems to
men, particularly when those in the Dean's office and clinical counseling aren't
renowned for their sympathetic understanding of women or enlightened response. We emp hatically urge that President Strider open the Affirmative
Action report that has been on his desk for over three months, make known the
recom mendations, and extend the effort to recruit women faculty mem bers to
adm inistrative positions of real responsibility . Som e action is sorely needed to
rectif y a situation that , intentional or not very much resembles a closed male
power structure that is getting even tighter.
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Facelift

Hank Goldman

The first question asked is why propose
a new organization or why will this new organization
be better than what we now have? The first
question was answered last week and the second
is factually unanswerable at this time. However,
it is hard to conceive of the Student Association
being worse than the present Stu-G and the
purpose of this article is to elaborate the answer
to the latter question posed from the view point
of Stu-G Reorganization Committee.
In the present Stu-G Constitution , things
are defined not only as "what," but "when"
and "how,"in many cases. This m eans that the
present Executive Board and Legislative are
bound to certain activities and told how and
when to do them. The new constitution gives
guidelines, as loose as we felt possible, and in some
cases defines "how" in a loose sense also, but
only in one case (annual elections) defines "when."
This gives the proposed Executive Committee
more freedom in "what," "when ," and "how"
they will conduct the administrative functions.
In other words they are given more leeway to operate and conduct the functions defined for the
particular office in a manner which is suitable
to them .
In Stu-G the ultimate discussion is left to 45
individuals, a fact that, many times, slows
down the administrative functions as well inhibiting
a close look at the particulars (i.e. the bud get,
the appointments to College and Board Committee).
Under the proposed constitution , a group of
six officers can look into particulars and
conduct the administrative functions in a much
more expedient manner.
While the administrative functions of Stu-G
can be conducted more efficiently and in a
more inquisitive manner, it is felt the reasons
for the death of Stu-G is the lack of issues
at this time. We wish to point out that if and
when issues arise again (such as during the late
sixties) there is a provision for An All Campus
Meetingwhich will enable each and every student
voice and vote his/her own opinions rather
than, a select 45. It is further felt that decisions
of such a meeting would pack a larger punch
than the present Stu-G structure .
Perhaps the most radical change in the new
constitution is the addition of responsibilities
for student members of All College and Board
Community. These responsibilities:
To attempt to fairly represent a genera l
student outlook in his/her respective committee(s) ,
without compromising the right to express and
vote in accordance with his/her own opinions.
To be responsible for assuring that the Public
Information Chairperson recieves either a copy
of the minutes of each meeting or a written
report fairly represe nting the activities of each
meeting, within the limits of confidentiality .
To mainta in a satisfactory attendance record
at all his/her respective committee meetings and
to caucus meetings.
These responsibilities have been drawn up broadly
with regard to individual rights. However,
with these responsibilities , there is a provision
for the removal of any student who is not performing
the duties for which we feel the student was
originally appointed. There is no grounds for
removal of a student presently, even if they never
attend a meeting, or worse, falsely represent a general
student opinion. It is our feeling, as stated last
week, that the best and perhaps only means of
real student input is through the College committees.
It is the major source of student input in the
College system and being so, we felt that any
student organization had the responsibility to
assure that the Student Body is indeed being
adequately represented where it is supposed
to be represented.
In the Judiciary there have been various
minor changes which merely re cognize and
clarif y present practices. There is, however, the
addition of the phrase "The Student Judiciary
shall have Judicial review over legislation and
procedures of the Student Association and

may declare null and void any acts which
contravene the Student Association constitution."
It must be noted that this is expressly a review
over procedures and will not review the morality
or the justification of an individual action. It is
a check to assure that, in any procedure or
decision, the constitution is being followed.
The purpose of the All Campus Meeting is
firstly, a check on the Executive Com m ittee;
secondly, a way of getting student feedback ;
and, thirdly, it could , if the situation arose ,
act as a legislature to pass its own legislation
or establish its own point of view. In this third
way it could , and we feel, would be much m ore
effective, and decisions coming from it would be
much more m eaningful than the present 45
member Legislature. To be noted here is a
Quorum of 1/4 of the Student Body. It was the
feeling that the quorum of this size is necessary
to prevent any one faction (club or organization ,
i.e. CCS or COC) from having the ability to
control any meeting while it is conceiveable
that a quarter of the Student Body could be
assembled (just under the number required to
fill Bixler Auditorium). This is not the only
means open to the Student Body for change or
overruling a decision of the Executive
Committee. The option of calling a referendum
is still open.
It is impossible to set forth the d ynamics of
the Student Association's Constitution here
in one article. Those who question the opinion
of the Reorganization Committee or who
wish to ask any questions about the proposal
are urged to attend the hearing being held soon.
Copies of the proposed Constitution of the
Colby College Student Association will be
available shortly at Runnals and Roberts Desks.
The time for change is now. All members
of this committee, including 2 freshmen , will
be returning next year and will be able to help
institute, direct, and interpret this document
for at least one year in addition to proposing
amendments or additions to this document.
The present structu re is no longer functioning
effectively or efficently. The Student Association
has been drawn up to allow the administrative
please turn to page 12

Waterville:
Smut to Stay
A Levintow

On Wednesday, April 16, a proposal seeking a
referendum in regards to an Obscenity-Pronography Ordinance to censor X-rated film s was rejected by Mayor Carey and the City Council.
The discussion began with City Solicitor John
Sabar 's results on his investigation of possible
legal problems is such an ordinance was accepted.
His meeting with the Maine Bar Association concluded that the ordinance, as it stood now, would
not hold up in court. One of the major drawbacks
is that Waterville has no municipal court or jury
on the loca l level. Most of the thirty-five to forty
lawyers who discussed the ordinance were concerned about the problem of its enforcement and
the lack of specific state lim itations. The possibility of the ordinance being a test case was rejected
on the basis of "legal futility. " Another point
brought up later in the meeting dealt with the fact
that although the referendum issue was to be decided by the people of Waterville, its results
affected Winslow and the surrounding communities as well.
The topic of the meeting them became the
"problem" of pronography in the Waterville area.
Councilman Smith said he made and received over
600 phone calls and letters about the referendum ,
and this convinced him that there was a problem
that had to be dealt with. Another councilman ,
however, claimed he received only one phone call
in regards to the issue. Of the sj xty phone calls
received by the Mayor 's office , 90% were in opposition to any lim itations. Another councilman
felt that th e referendum question should be generated by the Council: "If we can 't make deci-

sions, we should get out."
The floor was finally thrown open to the public to express their opinions. In a general vote it
was estim ated that the audience included thriteen
proponents and 26 opponents of the referendum.
Among the opponents, Mr. Joel Glazer felt
that Waterville should not be allowed to decide
upon an issue (Obscenity-Pronography Ordinance)
that even the Supreme Court could not agree on.
"If the majority is opposed , does this mean that
the minority can't pursue?" Others felt that an
individual's right to his form s of entertainment
should not be denied to him or her by another
individual.
A lawyer representing the Motion Picture
Association of America outlined many of the antipornography laws now in effect , including the
voluntary G- to X- rating of films. He said that
in regards to m inors, all laws prohibiting them from
viewing pornographic films were in effect and that
now the issue is one of the censorship of movies
to adults.
The end of the discussion resulted in two different points of view. The majority of the people
there felt that it was an infringement upon an
individual's freedom of choice, and that the referendum was a violation of one's "inalienable rights."
Councilman Smith and his faction defined the
issues as the freedom of the population to express
their opinion on any topic.
In the final vote, the referendum was outvoted four votes to three, with Councilmen Smith ,
Shulten , and Wood in its favor.

O'Brien: New Face
Ms. Jadine O'Brien , a candidate in the
primary for representative from the 1st Congressional
District , visited Colby last week to present her
views and win supporters am ong the campus
population.
Though not a Maine native, Ms. O'Brien
attended Westbrook Jr. College in the state
and later worked as Dean of Students there,
becoming increasingly involved with local
and state politics. Later , she worked for the
incumbent , Peter Kyros, running his district
office , then joining the administrative staff
of the city of Portland , heading the model
cities program.
At a lunchtime meeting, the candidate said
that her decision to run for office is "an extension
of wanting to serve people"; she came out
strongly in favor of change in all facets of
federal government. Ms. O'Brien favors campaign
finance reform , pension plan reform , social security
reform , and welfare reform , suggesting that
the whole system of congressional budgeting
needs some dramatic change. Ideas for congressional
reform include a revamping of the committee
system, establishing a rotation system rather
than accrueing seniority and enormous power
in one area , and a realignment of committees ,
for there are presently many areas of overlap and
other concerns that are not noticed at all. She
strongly feels that confidence must be restored
in the governmental processes. She plans to
come back to her district every weekend , hold
office;hours , and establish a watts line to keep
in contact with her constituency.
Her foreign policy, admittedly not her strongest
area of interest , advocated a diminuition of
some foreign aid and reduction in the troops
abroad. Primarily Ms. O'Brien concerns
herself with "m eeting people 's needs"; her
statement that the "tim e has come to begin
impeachment proceedings" is based not on the
Watergate investigation or the tax scandal , but
on the impou ndment of $11 billion , $20 million
of which were designated for the state of Maine.
Strongl y feeling that the people of the state
want change—"new faces, new voices, new ideas"—
O'Brien has structured a cam paign built upon
that thesis. She appears to be a sincere woman,
very much concerned with the needs of Maine's
people. On June 11, we'll see if the people -».
really do want new faces,

Name : Steve Shafarman
Offi ce : Rep. to Board of Trustees and
Academic Life Chairperson of
Student Government
I am Steve Shafarman and am running for
Student Representative to the Board of Trustees
and for Adademic Life Chairperson of Student
Government.
When the position of Student Representative
to the Trustees was first instituted many people
opposed it because "a non-voting student can
have no real effect. " No doubt many still feel
this way. Yet this complaint is not valid. A
studerit who is involved in campus life, who is
respected , and who is not afraid to speak up
CAN have an effect on what is decided.
It remains essential that whoever you elect
maintains close involvement with campus
activities and Stu-G. The new constitution,
once approved , should facilitate this but more
remains to be done. M ore can be done if you ,
the students, do not put your social conscience
back in the drawer after the election but get
involved.
Over the past two years I have been Representative to the Faculty Meetings, served on the
Special Programs Committee, been active in
CCS, helped establish the Colby Symposium
Series, and helped with many activities on
campus. Now I am running for Student
Representative to the Board of Trustees and
for Academic Life Chairperson. In this dual
function I can provide the necessary link
between the Board and the Stu-G Executive
Board .

Nam e: J oe J ohnso n
Offi ce: Treasu rer-C lass of '75

Over the years, the position of Treasurer
of the class has been neglected as an office of
any importance, and has consequently had
unopposed candidates for the position. This
neglect has gone virtually unnoticed though,
because of the lack of activity we have engaged
in. But as our senior year approaches we must
p lan activities for our final sojourn at Colby,
and therefore must have a class treasurer
with experience and knowledge of handling
the funds allocated to us. Being a business
major and having experience as Business and
Financial Manager of the Colby ECHO, I
think I am the most qualified candidate. I
hope we can enjoy a very successful senior
year here , and I h ope you allow m e t o aid in
this goal.
Vote Friday for:
J oe Johnson
Senior Class Treasurer

Name : J anet Oku n
Office: Rep. to Board of Trustees

Recently there 's been a great deal of talk about
student apath y here at Colby. Well, the blame
should not be cast on the students. Wh y should
th ey be expected to show concern for issues
about which they have extremely limi t ed
knowledg e d ue t o la ck of publi cit y ? Why should
they be expected to care about decisions over
which t h ey feel t hey have no say? There is a
real need for responsible, and more importan t,
accessible st uden t represen tat ion t o t he Board
of Trustees. I'm willing and able to accept this
responsibili ty. You have the right to know
what goes on at each and every Board meeting.
Your op ini ons deserve Board consideration.
Let me represent you so that we can keep the
Board aware of your concerns. Let 's preserve
your right to know.

Name: Susan Zagorski
Office: Secretar y-Class of 77
Having a basic understanding of the role of
Class Secretary, I am willing and feel I am capable
of carry ing out the duties of this offi ce. I
would appreciate your consideration when you
vote on Friday.

Name: Bill Mimutti
Office: Presid ent-Class of '75

In previous years, Class President has been a
figurehead position with little work involved.
Next year, however, must be a different story.
The Senior Class President is obligated to utilize the powers invested in the office to bring
about more Class Unity , and provide Good Times
and Memories of Our Final Year at Colby. If
elected , I promise to do all in my power to
fulfill this obligation. I hope you will give me
support this Friday, and let's look forward to
a Great Senior Year.
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Name: Peter Clark
Office : President-Clas s of '75
Name: Dave Clark
Office: Vice President-Clas s of '75
Name : Lizza Richards
Office : Secretar y-Class of '75
Name: Han k Goldman
Office : Treasurer—Class of '75

Tomorrow the Junior Class will choose their
officers for next year. It takes a lot of work
and cooperation to organize the activities of
any group. For this reason we have gathered
together in the hopes of producing a year that
we will all remember.
The essential fa ctors are here : we each
are willing to do all the work required of the
particular positions and wc know that we can
work together to achieve the desired enjoya ble
ends. These are the two most essential ingredients
to the success of any venture .
With the above in mind, I PETER CLARK;
and I , DAVE CLARK; and I, LIZZA RICHARDS;
and I, HANK GOLDMAN, ask separately and
collectivel y for your support. Please vote.

Nam e: Stephen L. Mixt er
Office: Academic L ife Chairp erson of
Stude nt Governme nt
Upon finding two Student Government
positions left unsolicited after the recent election ,
my interest in that organisation was provoked.
Since then, I have become active on the Committee
to Reorganize Student Government, which has
written the proposed , new constitution.
Because of this work , I full y unders ta nd t h e
exact nature of the duties of Student Government
and its several officers. Academ ic Life Chairman
is a post that has been sadly misunderstood and
whose importance has been neglected.
The educational and intellectual community
at Colby should find its focus in Student
Government through the office of Academic
Life Chairman. That office approves and schedules
all student sponsored lectures and forums.
One of the major difficulties is with communicat ions , dealing no t only wi t h t he publici t y
of ac t ivi t ies , bo t h cul t ural and social , bu t also
with the coordination of those activities. Largely
for t ha t reason , st uden t s have not been fully
aware of the opportunities that could be available
to them. I will work on this problem to try
and provide the cultural community with the
prominence it deserves.
As well , t he Academic Life Chairman has
t radi t ionally been a member of the Educational
Policy Committee of the College. Being enthusiast ic abou t t he pot en t ial for a fine libera l ar t s
educa t ion at Colb y, I can fairly represen t t his
interest on the Committee.
Academic Life Chairman is the onl y office
with which I am concerned because it provides
an opportunity to show concern and perform a
meaningful function regarding the cultura l and
educational aspects of the College with student
needs in view.

Name: Scott Houser
Office : Rep. to Board of Trustees
I am campaigning for election to one of the
two open positions as a Student Representative
to the Board of Trustees.
The Trustees have a large percentage of the
say, and make a great many of the final decisions concerning what does or does not go on
at Colby.
Most everyone knows that Colby is not yet
perfect. Some even go as far as suggesting who 's
at fault , and what is wrong. But to do something
toward alleviating those problems, one has to
go through the productive channels.
As a Representative to the Board I would be
acting as a spokesman for the student bod y,
hel p ing the Trustees get a better understanding
of , and a closer feeling for the students'
realistic needs.
The Representative should not be Mr. or Ms.
Junior Politician because the Trustees won't change
Colby overnight as a result of the pressure and outright demands of one pu shy student, ln fact,
they might not even listen. The Representative
should , on the other hand , be able to inform, suggest, and delicately compromise with the Board.
Regardless of whom is elected, there won 't be
any radical changes on the Colby scene. If I' m
elected , th ough , I can promise that the students
will be a well-represented , responsible, and integral
part of Trustee proceedings, and that the Board
will definitely be listening. Thank you.

Name: Hank Goldman
Office: Rep. to Board of Trustees

The Student Body, tomorrow, will elect two
student representatives to the Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees is the ultimate source
of power in the college structure and the final
decision on all major issues are made by this
small group—a s the saying goes, the buck stops
here.
There really is not much a candidate for these
two positions can promise. If elected , th ough;
I would like to try to initiate a truer form of
representation than we have had in the past.
I propose to do this by developing a means of
obtaining student feedback to determine current
student sentiment on the issues which the
Board will be confronting. Furthermore, I
would periodicall y report on my activities and
the decisions which have been made by the
Board which are relevant to the students (within
the confines of confidentiality).
It is a tough job for two students to attempt
to represent 1500 students. I will, if elected ,
do my best to fairly represent a general student
outlook on the pertinent issues to the Board of
Trustees. To enable me to do this, I ask for y our
support at the polls tomorrow-Thank You.

Na me:J erry Connal ly
Office: Rep. to Board of Trustee s

ihe Board of Trustees should De con cerned
with two specifi c areas in the ncxtyear that are
of paramount importance if Colby is to remain
a competitive liberal arts college: the allotment to
St uden t Governmen t and t he condi t ion of t he
Unions.
To improve the student 's life socially, int ellect uall y, and cul t urall y is t he main purpose
of any form of student government. This year's
present Stu-G , in attempting to streamline its
st ruc t ure and , in t he process, making i t more
efficient, is st riving for that purpose. Yet alone,
Stu-G can onl y go so far. The annual allotment
of $60,000 is not enough-too many clubs and
projects are short-changed . More money is
needed for landing cultura l and intellectual
even ts. It is enough that money is an obstacle
bu t t hen so are t he ph ysical structures t ha t hold
the events. Anyone who had the good fortune
t o take in "Can-Can " last weekend is well
aware of the inadequate state of the unionsthere were a number of people who missed a
totally enjoyable performance because they were
unable to sec the play fro m where they were
seated. To keep Colby competitive these obstacles must be overcome.
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5. FRESHMAN ADVISING
A. The Faculty Advisor
1. Particular care should be taken in the
selection of faculty advisors to freshmen.
2. Wherever possiblceach freshman should
be assigned to an advisor who is also an instructor
in one of the first semester courses in which the
studen t is preregistered.
3. When possible, the advisor should be a
member of the division of the student's intended
specialization.
4. In general, this advisor should retain his
advisees until they elect a major. However, a student
having sufficient reason to change advisors may
do so in consultation with the person responsible
for coordinating student advising.
5. Faculty are requested to evaluate the
progress of each freshman in their courses EARLY
in the semester to uncover any existing difficulties,
and to utilize the comment card system and personal
conferences to transmit the results of their evaluations.
In addition , where appropriate , the faculty
advisor should have a conference during the semester

CSFC:

Guidan ce
for
the Future
To the Colby Community :

We feel that the system of student services
at Colby should provide for a college environment
that creates an especially fertile ground for both
intellectual and social gorwth. Though the college
does not subscribe to the philosop hy of in loco
parentis,, we feel that an integrated network of
student services should be designed and implemented
in such a way as to provide continuous support
and encouragement to each student while at
Colby.
In addition , and as a supplement to the form al
system of student services suggested in this
docum ent, we emphasize the importan ce of
the continuation and growth of the informal
advising and counseling that occurs daily through
student-faculty contacts. Colby, as a small liberal
arts institution, provides an ideal atmosphere
for this necessary, but unstructured aspect of
student services.
With these goals in mind , we recommend the
following :
1. Student services should be coordinated
through the Office of the Dean of Students. These
services include those related to academic and
special advising, the student residences, student
activities, career counseling, health services,
religious counseling, and remedial and tutorial
services.
2. A study should be made in the immediate
future of each present position dealing with student
services to determine the adviseability of consolidation or redistribution of effort leading to the
most efficient use of student services personnel.
This study should be conducted by the college
administration and might be in conjunction
with the formal evaluation system.
3. Advising is an integral part of each faculty
member 's responsibility . In light of this, all
faculty members arc expected to be involved
in advising at some level, whether of freshmen ,
majors , transfers, educationally disadvantaged
students or foreign students. The faculty handbook
should be revised in accordance with this recommendation.
4. A study should be made leading to the institution of a program for the evaluation and consequent improvement of the advising system.

¦
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2. Freshmen should receive copies of their
schedules fro m their advisors as soon as possible
after arrival.
3. Early during the orientation period , a
time should be specified for those freshmen who
require course p lacement assistanceto consult
with the appropriate academic departments.
4. A tim e should be specified in which
freshmen will meet with their faculty advisor.
Change of course cards should be completed at
this time , if possible.
5. Further, each department should provide
at least one member who should be available at a
designated time during orientation to give general
information concerning course offerings in that
department.
D. Freshmen Entering in the Second Semester
The Dean of Students should arrange for advising
of second semester entering freshmen. The same
criteria used in assigning an advisor during the
first semester should be applied.

6. ADVISING OF UPPERCLASSM EN
A. At the end of the student's freshman year
______ ______________
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v. department or interdisciplinary program in which
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:g To: Members of the Colby community
•:•: the student has declared a major.
& From: Task Force on Student Services
:$: B. Ind ividual departments should be responsible
for establishing a system of advising for majors in
¦
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This document is a TENTATI VE rep ort
& that department. Attention should be given to
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;' :• and set of recommendations regardingthe
$ the problem of uneven distribution of majors
':': between large and small departments. Advising
>:•: definitio n and implementation of an advising
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K':•:• should be considered a part of faculty load and no
:•§ system at Colby. It represents the positio n
advise
jjij of the CSFC at this time and is offered f o r
§J one advisor should, in general, be expected to
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X" more than 15 students.
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with faculty members teaching his freshman advisees
to discuss their progress, after which the faculty
advisor should review these matters with his advisees.
The Dean of Students should have a conference
with each fa culty advisor to freshmen during the
first semester.
6. Each faculty advisor should be assigned
a student assistant to assist him during registration.
(These assistants are not to be confused with the
dormitory student advisors.)
B. The Student Advisor
1. Student advisors to freshmen should be
instructed so as to be prepared to deal effectively
with freshmen and w ork closely with the Head
Residents. Student advisors should be expected
to assist freshmen during orientation and registration , and throughout the year, and should be
responsible for close contact and appraisa l of
their assigned freshmen.
2. Selection of student advisors should be
a function of the Office of the Dean of Students.
3. Student advisors should live in the
same dormitory as their advisees and preferably,
in the same area of the dormitory,
C. Freshman Orientation
1. A survey should be made of the freshman
class early in the fall of 1974 to gather opinions on
the effectiveness and usefulness of freshman
orientation. The results of this survey should be
part of a review and analysis of freshman orientation. Consideration should be given to the modification of the present system. Further , provision
should be made for communication of these
results to the college community ,

C. Provision be made for coordinating all
special advising.
8. Com ment cards from course instructors should
be used to inform the Dean of Students,
faculty advisors and the student involved of academic
difficulty. The cards should contain comments by
the instructor concerning academic difficulties
or study habits which may be a problem to the
student.
Comment cards would be required for those
students failing a course and would be recommended
for any student who is only marginally passing. However,
the use of comment cards by an instructor need
not be restricted to students with potential or
existing academic difficulty. Further, the cards may
be issued at any time and with any frequency during
a semester.
Comment cards should be sent to the office
of the Dean of Students to be distributed to the
student and his faculty advisor.
In addition to comment cards, conferences
between students and instructors are strongly
encouraged.
9. Colby should continue to recognize the necessity
to provide limited instruction in study skills.

10. The system of student services described in this
document should be evaluated immediately after
the second year of its institution, taking into
account student , faculty and administrative opinions ,
and revising accordingly ,
Arthur Champlin
Paul Perez
Donald Small
Earl Smith
Robin Hamill, Chairman

Home
Away
fro m the

Hill

Rebecca Littleton and Rob Burgess
For those who live in dormitories the first
years of their Colby life, bemoaning the inconveniences and intrusions of communal living
life off-campus is envisioned to be comfortable ,
private, somewhat romantically imbued with domestic pleasures (homemade bread , good food , wine
with dinner, music) and free of restraint. It can
be all that , if time and effort are expended in
finding compatible room mates and comfortable
accomodations. There are many places available
in the Waterville area (including Winslow, Fairfield ,
and Oakland) ranging from the most primitive
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hovel in the low rent distri^ fo h igh priced luxury
apartments.
How do you go about filing a pla ce t° live?
Firstly, assess your needs—t^ number 0f required
rooms, finances, transportation (do yo „ drive or
hitch), and then approach p^*p le with qu estions

about their present living situations. It is difficult
to say when is the best tim e to fin d a place to
live, the spring or the fall; you may get choicer
accomodation in the spring but may also have to
rent it over the summer, which can be a financial
burden if plans don 't include staying in Waterville
during that period—or even if you do intend to
stay, it must be noted that the job market ranges
from poor to abysmal and it is very difficult to
gross a substantial amount (over $1000) here during
the summer. Federal minimum wage goes to
$1.90 in May and state minimum goes to $2.00unless you can put in a lot of hours, it is not a lucrative position. But if you do rent for the summer
you are assured of a place to live and needn 't
sleep in your car for the first week of school while
you take tours of prospective domains. It is
possible to get a decent place at the end of the
summer or the beginning of school; a good percentage of students seem to do that and end up with
a roof over their heads in a relatively short
period of time.
Accomodations vary in all areas: finances,
location , facilities , landlord cooperation , general
condition. Rents for houses and apartments range
from $60—$225 per month; per person the scale
is from $15—$100. These figures are not dependable, however, for some landlords include all utilities ,
some just heat , and most nothing at all, and the
status of living may be very grand or just short
of cockroach infested. Basic utility costs (heat ,
electricity, gas) average about $30 per month. The
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PIRG.

Trustees
Check
Rob Burgess

types of services landlords provide are also fluctuating ; some will repair leak y p lum bing and put
up storm windows , whereas others refuse to repair anything or are dilatory to the point of neglect. W hat can you expect from a landlord ?
It depends upon the terms of the contract; since
most Colby students don 't sign leases: with fine
print , th e duties of the landlord arc negotiable.
Generally, it should m aintain the apartment in
th e origin al condition it was when you originally
saw it; if in good condition , it should be kept that
way, and if in poor , ask him exactly what he will
fix. It is fair to expect him to honor that agreement.
If heat is provided , it should be reasonably comfortable , for even in these critical times you needn ' t
live in arctic temperatures. Som e parking space
wi thin a close proximity of the dwelling should be
provid ed.
T o be rel eased nex t f a ll , a b ook will b e pu b lished
b y PIR G with information about who to contact
about housing comp laints-names, address es, phone
numbers , and area of concern, Look for that if you
have any trouble.
Lis t ed bel ow ar e a sampling of l o ca t ions availa b l e
for student living, with a list following of other
places to try. Good luck!

"NO"

At Saturday 's Board of Trustees meeting, the
issue of PIRG , and its proposed inclusion on the
semester bill , was debated , and rejected. Although
no vote was taken , the consensus was that the
negative check-off system was unacceptable. This
article intends to describe what was done by PIRG ,
the Trustees , and the Administration to arrive
at this outcome.
The Administration 's position has to be described
as lukewarm. While all three major actors—the
President , the Vice President , and the Treasurerbelieved in the value of PIRG , none of them approved of the negative check-off system, and none
was able to suggest viable alternatives. The alternatives that were suggested had been tried at other
campuses, and had failed. PIRG had statistical
evidence to back up such claims, but the evidence
did not seem to matter. No amount of talking or
data was sufficient to dislod ge the Administration 's
fears.
It must be noted , in all fairness, that in all but
one case, wc were able to meet with the Administration. Since PIRG's whole reason for approaching
the Administration was financial , we were naturally
in close touch with Vice President Pullen. Part of
his opposition to the negative check-off was based
on a rational , practical concern of the added workload such a system would put on the Treasurer 's
O ffice. But his opposition also revealed an irrational
re calcitrance. Presented with the fact that 85%
of the student bod y endorsed PIRG and the nega tive
check-off system , he responded by say ing "you
can get anyone to sign a petition." He was equall y
unimpressed by the Stu-G resolution endorsing
PIRG and the negative check-off , the faculty petition supporting PIRG , and the statistical data we
had com p iled over the past year-data which could
satisfactoril y put to rest Administration fears.
When finall y asked , outri ght , why he was still
opposed to PIRG 's proposal , even in the light of
all this additional information the Vice President
rep lied , "I just don 't like it.'"
Our attempt to meet with Mr. Cox, the Treasurer, for onl y the second time all year, was admitt edly poorl y timed , coming when it did , only
ten days befo re the April Trustees Meeting. But
did it reall y warrant a refusal for an appointment ,
and the statement by Cox that "Whatever Pullen
sa ys , I say. "? Those who comp lain that the students are never listened to around here, certainly
have our support.
Since the consideration of the negative check-off
was ultimately to go bef ore the Board of Trustees ,
they were contacted. Two mailings were sent
ou t: the first one , of a general nature , in early
February; and the second , answering spe c ifi c
qu estions, at the end of March. Included in the
first mailing was an invitation to attend two coffee
h ours-one in Boston one weekend , th e other at
Colb y the following weekend-to discuss PIRG and
the proposed funding mechanism. The invitations
were R.S.V.P. The Boston coffee hour was cancelled due to insufficient response. The Colby
coffee hour was attended by students and PIRG
dire ctor Suzanne Spitz , bu t no Trustees. In tota l
wc rec eived six rep lies to 31 invitations. One wonders if Ms. Rita McCabc spoke for all the Trustees
when she said , a t las t Sa t urday 's luncheon , that the
Trus t ees wished t hey had m ore o ppor t uni t ies t o
mee t wi t h st uden t s, to find out what 's on t heir
minds. (Ms. McCabe was one of the six who responded, )
, Then came the meeting, Mike Roy and I were
told wc would probably be allowed to speak at the
full Board mce t ing, Saturday afternoon. Saturday
morning we were unexpe ctedl y called before t he

Budget and Finance Committee. The Exe cutive
Com mittee decided we should speak there instead
of at the full Board meeting. Instead of giving the
presentation we had prepared we were asked
perip heral questions in our token fifteen m inute
appearance. Our constant a_tem pts to dis cuss the
negative check-off system—clearly the salient issue
for the committe's consideration—were sidelined
by discussion of how PIRG ought to have fund
raising drives around campus. The negative checkoff system was m entioned as a "gimmick ," and
the significance of the student petition and the
Stu-G resolution was never given any discussion ,
at least not in our presence. Upon conclusion of
our "audience ," we were thanked and told that
the committee would be making its final decision
on the mertis of the negative check-off system! It
is worth noting that the Bud get and Finance Committee contained Mr. Pullen and Mr. Cox , our two
avowed , negative check-off opponents.
The events as the full Board meeting were surprising. The Bud get and Finance Committee unanim ously recommended that the negative checkoff system be rejected. However, a substantial
minority of trustees turned what ordinarily would
have been a simp le committee recommendation
into a livel y half-hour debate on PIRG. Although
unsuccessful, the debate did succeed in making
all the trustees aware of PIRG and its importance
on campus.
Subsequent discussion with Pres. Strider
reveals that the Board was impressed by PIRG' s
ideals and its approach to the Board . A further
presentation , with some new funding proposals,
would probabl y be heard at the June meeting by a
receptive audience,
The June Trustees meeting will be after most
students have left , and certainl y only a few days
before the seniors involved with PIRG graduate.
Cynical observers see the postponement of final
consideration b y the Board as a ploy to quietl y
kill PIRG—no one will know what happened. It
is sincerely hoped that this is not the case, but
that if it is, students do not stand by and allow
their wishes to be i gnored.
All due apologies to those who see this article
as one-sided. After being excluded from the full
Board meeting when PIRG was being debated ,
we thought that was the way it was done.
Because of f un d i n g problems PIRG is soliciting donations fro m faculty and students , to
meet operating expenses during the summer.
PIRG people will be in the Spa , nights , to
collect.
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in being hired , she has received a one year
appointment at the University of Rhode Island
where she received her M. A. and taught for
several years. Like Oudin , she, too, is comp leting
her dissertation , which is on Deviant Behavior.
It includes an in-depth study of the violation of
conservati on laws by shell fisherm en.
Very active with women 's groups at Colby,
she helped set up a women 's studies course. She
had a difficul t time getting the course and
dep lores its dependency on "someone else 's
bud get. " The Administration feels that "faculty
should not be policy-makers." The Faculty
have to "struggle to get a new division or course. "
Thoug h not bitter about Colb y , she openly
comm ented on its draw backs. Consistentl y
disturbing to her is the conservatism of faculty
an d students. A liberal arts school "should
be committed to all kinds of faculty and students. "
The Facul ty seem to fear the Administration.
Con t rolling me chanisms on Fa cul t y in clud e
signing into facul ty meetings, t heir st ruc t ur e,
and the fact th at they arc chaired b y Presiden t
Strider. Filiall y, prejudi ce against women is
evident b y the Administrative attitude ; "Wha t
single woman would want to be in Waterville?"
As an ul t ima t e goal , Ms. Mei tzman wants
to do more research and find a personal definition
of her teaching style , She would like to do a
scries of books on specialized topics in women 's
st udies and migh t par t ici pa te in a collective *"
wi t h ot her women sociolog ists this summer,

Moving
On
Sue Francis

Faculty leaving this year include retiring
Music professor , Ermanno Comparetti , French
professor , Maurice Oudin , East Asian professor
Sydney Rosen , and Sociology professor , Michele
Heitzman.
On April 28, Dr. Ermanno Comparetti,
founder of the Music Department will give his
final concert with the Community Symp hony
Orchestra he also started. Thirty-five years
ago , he began his professional career in Watervill e
as supervisor of music in the Waterville city
schools. He first taught at Colby on a part-

time basis in the earl y 40's when the college
had nothing m ore than a glee club, an incidenta l
music course, and a boys' band for the football
season. Under his direction the band becam e
year round and coed. Though the admission of
females caused adverse reaction , he felt it "absurd
that students could not be in the band because
they were girls. " It improved with their participation , he added.
ln 1945 , he became Chairman of the Department of Music, the first full-time musi c faculty
appointment. By 195 3, when he was promoted
to a full professorship, the department had
expanded to include two full-time instructors.
A dramatic year for him was the opening of
the Bixler Center in 1959. The present department , he feels, has excellent teachers, good
rapport am ong its faculty, an excellent chairman
in Armstrong, and more well trained students.
He foresees a future in which the department
will be "constantly examining itself and looking
for ways of im provement. "
From his birth place of Salmona ,Italy,
he came to the U. S. in 1914 when his father was
appointed music director in Glen Falls, N. Y.
At Cornell University , he received his B. A. and
Masters and his Ph. D. (with his thesis on the
Italian Folk Song). Since then , grants from
the Ford Foundation and Humanities Research
have enabled him to continue his studies of
such folk songs and collect the manuscripts of
Galuppi , an eighteenth-century Venetian com poser.
Next to Harvard , Colby has one of the largest
collections of Galuppi in the country.
In addition to teaching and research , Dr. Comparetti
has given piano recitals in the U. S. and Europe.

Yet, he is glad he chose teaching over professional
performance which he describes as difficult
and uncertain. Also a composer, his pieces include
a Romantico for flute, Baroque suite for strings,
The Mayflower Hill Concerto, symp honic
fantasy on Folk orchestra and Concerto in C
major for piano and orchestra.
Arizona sun will replace the hard Maine
winter when he moves to Phoenix next year.
He may do some lecturing in nearby colleges,
but is primarily looking forward to reading,
composing, playing the piano , and listening to
records without deadlines. Yet , he will miss
classes and his close students. For, one of the
great assets of his career has been "his memories
of many students. "
Maurice Oudin , hired as a sabbatical replacement ,
has not yet found a teaching position for next
year. Still in the process of writing his dissertation on a "so called" French Decadent Barbey
d'Aurevilly, he feels his chances are slim for getting
a job. "A man without a Ph. D. has leprosy, he
cannot be touched." The ti ght job market is
illustrated by the fact that Colby received approximately 900 applications for four openings in
Modern Languages last year.
Oudin has been teaching in the U. S. since
1966 in French Institutes in New York State,
Alaska, and Washington State. He received his
B. A. at Montana State and his M. A. at the
University of Oregon. A small institution with
good research facilities interests him for the
"only way to succeed in teaching is to publish. "
A possible project will be to compare signs
of Decadence in post-1850 and 1950 French
novels.
He has not been disappointed by his department
and believes that faculty recognize that there are
shortcomings. Though challenged by some
students, he observes that "many have not yet
realized that coming to Colb y is not a $4,000 a
year vacation. " The library is adequate for
the student but insufficient in French for a
professor doing research.
Sydney Rosen has encountered another
problem in finding a teaching position for
next year. With a Ph. D. and seven years of
teaching experience in Rhode Island and in
California , she feels she is overqualified for
most of the positions app lied for. From
nine openings in Chinese History in the country,
all but one were offered to people with unfinished
dissertations or a Ph. D. and one year of
experience. Until she hears from app lications
to 60 schools , her plans are flexible. She m ight
do editorial work if no teaching positions are
available.
Another factor that is a drawback in being
hired is being a woman. She feels a kind of
"game-p laying " is going on with institutions
making efforts to meet government requirements
by employ ing women in temporary positions.
Her department is not p rejudiced against women
th ough she thinks there mi ght be problems in
getting a woman tenured in the department.
The prejudice at Colby she describes as unconscious:
a pat on the head , or term of endearment by:
male faculty.
Thoug h she knew she would not be tenured ,
Rosen had hoped to stay here another year. She
was told she had to leave because a professor
competent in both East Asian and European
or American governments and history is needed.
She cites Prof. Elison , qualified in two areas, as
an unusual exception: "What they arc going to
ge t is so me one less qualifi ed in one field or t he
other. " To her knowled ge , a replacement has
not yet been found.
Colb y offered h er "every thing she wanted. "
Her onl y criti cism of the College was that there
sh o uld be m o re emphasis on "bookishness. " '
Ideall y, she would like to teach Chinese History
or Government in cither New England or
Chicag o, and publish. Presen tly she is revising her
Ph. D. dissertation and beginning a book on
an early Chinese poli t ical p hilosop her,
Michel e Hei t zman has had be tt er luck in
making plans for nex t year, Thoug h she also
believes that women arc at a definite disadvantage
plea se turn to page 7

Roger Hatch
On Monday night a small portion of the
Colby population and an equally miniscule
portion of the population from the real world were
witness to a concert by Billy Cobham, one
of the finest drummers in the jazz and pop
world today. This is his second appearance at
Colby—the first one being with the Mahavishnu
Orchestra several months ago, he has put together
an incredibly talented eight-piece band in
which he plays an integral but seldom dominant
role.
The concert opened with a tune called
Pleasant Pheasant, and from the first ear-piercing
notes it was clear that the Cobham band is
every bit as intense and thrilling as the .Mahavishnu Orchestra used to be. Unfortunately ,
the com bination of a poor mix in the sound
system and the acoustics of the gym made the
horns sound so muddled that they could have
been stuffed with used kleenex and blown
into at the wrong end and it would have been
hard to tell the difference. The other instruments were also hard to distinguish clearly at
times, perhaps because the band played so loud.
Luckily this situation becam e better as the concert
went on, and the first song melted into "Red
Baron", from Cobham's first album. This was
a mellower piece which featured John Abercrombie,
the guitarist who has been compared at times
to John McLaughlin but has a choppier style
than the leader of Mahavishnu , "Taurian
Matador" was a beautiful piece of jazz-rock ,
with astoundingly complex runs thrown in every
here and there in the midst of some good solid
jamming . Garnett Brown on trombone and
Mike Leviev on piano did fine solos before the
song came to a screeching halt.
Cobham then introduced an unrecorded
tune, something with a title sounding like
"Hpbglop" through the distorted sound system
but which could be liberally interpreted as
"Tenth Pin ". Starting with an extended bass
solo by John Williams, the piece featured
Randy Brecker on electirc trumpet. Rand y
and his brother Mike, the tenor saxman, are
both exciting horn p layers whose breaks were
a pleasure to listen to. Conga p layer Lee
Pastore, who had either been given a hot foot
by some prankster or loves to dance , did a
perfectl y synchronized duet with Cobham,
setting the stage for what everyone knew
had to come sooner or later-Billy 's drum
solo. The solo was excellent , but it isn't
for that that he deserves the most credit.
Rather, it is for his inspired accompaniment
of the other musicians. His back-up work
showed insight into what his sidemen were
doing musically, never dominating like some
drummers but providing a solid and varied
background for them. What was most amazing
was that he could have played for an hou r and
a half without letting up. He was relentless,
pounding the drums with demonic frenzy,
occasionally throwing broken sticks over his
shoulders, much to the consternation of the stage
hands in back of him.
The encore was the title cut from his latest
album, "Crosswinds." It was probably the
best song of the concert and left the audience
screaming for more. Well, maybe someday he'll
be back...but for now, many thanks to SOBU ,
Social Life, Academic Life, and the Coffeehouse
for bringing Billy Cobham and his fine band to
Colby. *

Claudia Kraehling
Louise McTigue Hessert, mezz o sopr ano ,
was born and raised in Bangor, Maine where
she sang in the bath tub. She took no voice
lessons until she came to Colby and has now
studied with Mrs. Freda Gray Masse for four
years. Louise claims she never could have
developed her voice without Mrs. Masse, and
the combination has certainly come up with
something spectacular.
This was evident last Friday night as Louise
performed her senior recital. Four years ago she
had an exceptional voice, but it is now richer
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and more mature, with flawless intonation
and more spontaneous gestures.
The songs performed cam e from a variety
of musical periods. Two Italian love songs,
from the late 16th to early 17th centuries,
the rom anti c Zwei Gesange (two songs) of
Brahms, Impressionistic Ravel chansons,
Five Greek F olk Songs , Spanish Tonadillas
by Granados and Barber 's Knoxville: Summer
of 1915, a contemporary American art song.
The two Italian songs, accompanied by
Lillain Garwood on. piano were very emotional
as were the Brahms' songs accompanied by
Mrs. Garwood on piano , and Mary Hallman on
viola. Relief from the intensity came in the last
of the five Ravel songs as Louise sang some
excellent and light Tra la la's. The Spanish
love songs, accompanied by Charles Abbott
on guitar were again, intense and passionate;
my favorite of the three, The Tra la la and the
Guitar Strum rought som e gaiety to the passion
The last, Barber's Knoxville: Summer of 1915,
accompanied by Mrs. Garwood is a demanding
piece of music and Louise did an outstanding
job. At first the song appears to have a pleasant,
hot sum mer quality to it, but as it progresses,
the ponderousness of the words and music
dom inate and take over. The song Brother
Will, Brother J ohn, as encore, ended the recital
on a jovial note.
Next year Louise and her husband Stephen
will live in Boston where Stephen will attend
Suffolk University Law School and Louise will
take voice lessons through Boston University.

Harriet Hults
With lively music, colored lights, gay costumes
and familiar songs, Candace Burnett's production
of Can-Can gave student Independent Theater at
Colby a final "kick " to set it rolling. A simple
set constructed of cardboard and a heavy reliance
on props managed to transform Runnals Gym
into a courtroom, A Parisian cafe, jail , rooftop,
and an artist's studio. One positive aspect of the
lack of a theater at Colby is the resulting ingenuity in stage design : lights were hung from basketball hoops and scenes alternated between two
main levels, the upper stage in the gym and the lar
ger playing area in front. Exits and entrances
were impressively made through aisles in the audience, by the Can-Can dancers.
Overcoming the poor acoustics in Runnals,
songs and lines were delivered forcefully and loudly,
although, at time, too quickly to be completely
understood. Not all the actors managed to adopt
a convincing French accent. Especially good was
the "new talent" discovered at Colby, freshman
Chas Cowing. Throughout the show, his portrayal
of Judge Aristide Forestier, a man caught between
his sense of justice and an ilicit affair with the proprietress of a cafe remained convincing. He made
good use of an undeveloped but strong singing
voice.
Stealing the show's humor and doing some excellent acting was Larry Capiello in his portrayal
of a Bulgarian sculptor struggling for recognition,
Boris Adzinadzinadze. Some scenes with Claudine ,
his Can-Can dancer/ lover were weak. But this
weakness was compensated for in a scene with art
critic Hilaire Jussac, to whom he was showing
his work , and the duel scene. Robin Dekkcr,
Claudine, came off fairly well as Boris' lover. Her
excellent choreography of the Can-Can dances, the

temptation and the Apache scenes is highly commendable. Herb Landsman, in the stylized character of art critic—women-lover was unconvincing
at times, but , as the show's villain, was successfully
unpopular.
Especially good in supporting roles were Nick
Ballas as Judge Paul Barriere, the Snake, and waiter
at the Cafe, 'Rich Vann as Etienne the poet , David
French as the Bailiff, and Gail Hansen as the
Nun and Streetwalker.
Last, but by no means least, was Candace
Burnett in the particularly difficult position as
actress and director. Her role as Pistache, the
proprietress of a cafe with illegal dancing for
entertainment, suffered relatively little in view
of the overall smoothness and near perfect points
of the show. The songs "Allez-vous-en" and "I Love
Paris" were very well done, both conveying real
emotion and intensity. At times, too much of
Candace herself cam e through Pistache, but generally her change in feelings toward Forestier and
character build-up were well done.
Of course, one should not forget Ed Kemp 's
excellent music through out the show (Cole Porter
would be pleased) and the effective lighting, especially the Apache scene and the upper stage lighting.
The generally highly successful production of
Can-Can is particularly impressive since it represents Candace Burnett's first directing endeavor
and another first, academic credit for theater
production at Colby. Hopefully, the success of the
show will generate energies vital in establishing a
complete dramatic department at Colby, and of
course, a theater.

Jea n Crowley
I went to Given Auditorium last Saturday
night , expecting it to be less than half full. Instead , I had a little trouble finding a seat. All
the other attractions at Colby notwithstanding,
Given was full of Colby people waiting to hear
the Lund University Male Chorus. As I waited
for the concert to begin , I wondered how much
of the audience had come in as demanding a mood
as I had. I was psyched for brilliant tenors,
mellow middle parts , and seat-rumbling second basses
I had come to be thoroughl y entertained .
As I mused on, there suddenly came a resonant
harmony from behind the heavy velvet curtain.
The Music filled the auditorium as the curtain
parted to reveal roughly fifty resolute men. Yes,
I was going to be entertained. They san^ with
mastery, firmness, and precision. Perhaps most
of all they possessed a quality sorely lacking in
American choruses:discipline. Their appearance
was as orderly as the neatl y laid out program.
Pros all the way.
Being a demanding audience , I couldn 't help
but be less than amused by the combination travel
brochure and college bulletin that served as our
program. The conductor 's instructions-'4 now
turn to your map "-struck me as appropriate onl y
in the context of third grade geography. He did ,
however, have his moments, su ch as w h en he
commented, "We let Norway leave Sweden and
establish itself as independent without a war. It
was nice of us to do that." Occasionally his
jokes even brought laughs from his otherwise
intense chorus. Maybe I just don 't like lectureconcerts.
Oh, but could they sing! It didn 't rcall y-matter
that Scandanavja n languages are totally incoherent
please turn to page 12

WOMEN 'S FESTIVAL :
Pertinent Facts

pants and nylon underwear—as opposed to
cotton. Injection of yoghurt into the vagina
often cures monilia.
* One negative test after treatment for Gonorrhea
is not sufficient. The Penicillin used for treatment
can yield a false negative.
* K-Y jell y is water soluble, vaseline is not.
Therefore, it will stay in the vagina and cause
an infection. So, do not use vaseline for
lubrication—especiall y do not use it on a
diaphragm or condon as it tends to corrode
rubber.
If you would like to know any more—or would
like to know how to do a self-exam, contact me:
at 873-3648.
4/22 Mi riam Palmer— "Maine Women and
Ma dness "

Nikos Kavanya
Any review I could give you of the women 's
fair would be meaningless—what I saw was very
much a function of my awareness and needs.
And any evaluation of what was missed would
be meaningless— I mean , who really cares if an
event was lousy or good if they 're not going
to experience it themselves? ...But the ongoing
information and ideas that cam e out of this
past week arc impossible not to experience—in
some way, at som e time—so I write a collage
of them , especiall y to women , with the Socratic
injunction : "Know thyself. "
4/21 Self-Help Clinic
One of the events that I found especiall y
im portant was the self-help clinic. Self-help
is a concept diametrically opposed to the AMA.
It proposes that women get together to learn
about their bodies and their health needs, In
doing this wc become less dependent on
(predominantl y male) doctors for simple health
care-and are more likel y to ' recognize inadequate
care fro m doctors when we do go sec them.
The textbooks of self-help are the V.D, and
Birth Control Handbooks from the Montreal
Collective and Our Bodies Our Selves from the
Boston W omen 's Health Collective. One of the
methods of self-help is one gynecological
self-examination , a simple procedure with

speculum mirror and light by which we can
check out the condition of our own cervixes—or
get acquainted with them ( the point was made
that men have no difficulty of access to their
penises, but how many women are as comfortable
with their vaginas?)...The self-exam can tell
us many things: it can tell us if we have monilia
or vaginitis or cervical erosion or (if we know
our cervix well enough) early pregnancy. Think
of the implications for beginning prenatal
nutrition or for early lower risk abortions!
Other pertinent facts:
* Taking the pill if you have the sickle cell trait
will bring on a sickle cell crisis.
* Taking lots of aspirin lowers the efficiency of
the pill.
* Koromcx jell y should not be used with a
diap hragm, It. has a high mercury count.
* Antibiotics destroy the effectiveness of the
I.U.D. during the time you take the antibiotic ,
as well as 7-10 days afterwards (one of the
theories of why the I.U.D. works is that it
promotes a constant low-grade infection).
* Be careful of what you 're given to induce
a period. Dieth yl Stilbcstron , the "morning
after " pill , is a potent hormonal dosage that has
been discontinued for use on cattle and chickens
but is still given to women. Bcware i it can
cause cervical cancer in your female children.
* Monilia is a yeast infection. It is stimulated
by the pill , antibiotics , always taking showers
rath er than baths , constantly wearing dark

Miriam Palmer has been to Colby this week
two times— she will be coming back again next
week. The first time round she read her own
poetry (you can find samples in the PEQUOD
or the MAINE WOMEN'S NEWSLETTER ).
The second time she talked about research
she's been doing on "Maine Women and the
Psychiatric Industry. " Her basic premise is
that most women "flip out " because they
cannot handle their role in society . For example,
a greater number of women than men are in
mental institutions, a greater number of men
than women are in jails—the conclusion being
that when women overstep their roles they
become the "h ysterical female" dependanthelpless—unable to cope or the "castrating
bitch" aggressive role deviant and end up in
mental institutions whereas when men overstep their roles they become assaultively
aggressive and end up in jails.
Another important point to be considered
about "crazy " women is that standards of menta l
health are the same for adult male and adult
human— but different for adult women. That
is, a health y woman is one that is dependant ,
passive and weak but these traits are considered
psycholog ical ly unhealth y. Therefore , in
order to be a health y female, you can 't be a health y
human. Catch 22. The book that generated
these ideas is Women and Madness by Ph y lis
Cheslcr. Miriam has taken these ideas and
observed them happening in Maine-along with
all the attendant practices...of processing men
faster to get them back out into society sooner—
because they 're more important. Or of ward
attendants not being able to deal with men
acting out ¦ their roles (cry ing and needing
to be held) and so giving them a tranquilizer
instead , etc.
**

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

One of the values of the wom en 's fair comes
in breaking down stereotypes. Seeing the
Maine Commissioner of Business Regulation ,
who is a pragmatic executive woman , or a panel
of gay wom en from Brunswick confronts
our misconceptions. (The biggest learning
experience I had this week was watching myself
fall into old patterns of classif ying people at the
gay conference at Orono-and being unable to
support them.) Another value of the fair was
in information access. Unfortunately, I seemed
to be seeing the same 20 people throughout
the weck-except at the "free films " which was
most likel y a product of the advertising. The
final value I would like to point out is that of
organizing-action. Women have started selfhelp groups, som e people intend to use their
new knowled ge of the Maine law that lets any
patient see her file on request.
But the major feeling I came out of the week
with is that I've got to scale actions down from a
group level to an individual'one. I have a sizeable
knowled ge about myself as a woman , I understand
the grosser aspects of my aggression , I have
enough facts to assimulatc for now-so I' ve
got to get down to the hard part of revamping
my own life-stop oppressing myself if 1 expect
others to do likew ise. As Miriam Palmer said
in closing her discussion , "We 've got to live as
though we 're already there ."

==______
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Much of what I have outlined thus far became
clear to me belatedly. At the time I petitioned the
Course of Study Committee for permission to
drop grades, I knew only that my dissatisfaction
with traditional methods of teaching had accumulated to the point of irritability. I wanted something more and different from my classroom experience. I felt that m ost students did also. For years
I had heard graduating seniors speak unhapp ily of
their education ("I still don 't know who the hell I
am"; "I still don't know what I want to do with
my life"; "I don 't even know if such questions
matter to me any more") and express bewilderment
at how eager, curious freshmen had been turned ,
four years later, into prototypes of articulate
emptiness.
The job of self-discovery is never, of course,
comp lete ; it is hardly surprising that twenty-oneyear-olds do not fully know "who the hell they
are." But the point is that they have not begun to
know. In many cases, four years of college do not
initiate or further , but dampen or destroy efforts •
at self-exploration. They may not be the intent, but
it is nonetheless the result of the tactics employed by
those who adm inister and teach in a university. They
make certain that the student ' energies are directed
at fulfilling tasks set by them rather than by him self;
they encourage him to define his worth in terms
of his success in winning their approval: hi gh grades,
good letters of recommendation , departmental
honors, prizes. He is taug ht to regard these tangible
signs of election as the onl y important evidence or
kind of achievement, and as the indispensable
precondition , almost the guarantee , of a satisfy ing
life. What he is not taught is that orientation toward
gaining the approval of others carries high costs:the
acceptance of disguise as a necessity of life ; the unconscious determination to manipulate others in
the way one has been manipulated ; the conviction
that productivity is more important than character
and "success" superior to satisfaction; the loss of
curiosity, of a willingness to ask questions, of the
capacity to take risks.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
More than grades must go. The entire superstructure
of authoritarian control in our schools must give
way if we are to enable people to assume responsibility for and to take p leasure in their own lives.
We cannot expect aliveness and involvement when we
are busy inculcating docility and complicance.
In this regard , the false distinctions that separate
student from teacher must be broken down. W hat
do we think titles like "professor," "sir," or "Mist er "
achieve? Perhaps the illustion or respect , but certainly not its reality. Those qualities which are
worth admiring in a given person—perception ,
experien ce, honest y, emp at hy, openness—will be
admired regardless of title , and no title can create
admir at ion when such qu alities are absent. But
a title can—and often does—establish a pattern of
formality that prevents free exchange and the common
pursui t b y student and teacher of understanding.
Titles also provide the professor with the subtle
means of discipline and a false sense of selfimpor ta n ce, neither of whi ch is conducive to human
ness or communication.
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The individual young have their own interests
artd timetables, and if these are stifled by t he
t eacher 's imposed demands, the result may be a
certain number of facts temporarily absorbed , but
at t he cost of knowledge becoming irrelevan t and
curiosi t y being destroyed... In any given seminar ,
it is far less impor t an t t o convey t he par t icular
bod y of information that the professor happens to
care abou t than to seek the inform ation that the
studen t cares about, It is far more valuable for the
st uden t t o le t a course on , say, t he American
Revolu tion wander off during a given session into
a discussion of the "u t ili t y of violence " tfian to insist
on t he day 's t op ic of the British Navigation Acts; •
the latter will stick for about as long as it takes
the student to walk out the door , while the former
could provide grist for a personal rc-cvaluation of
lasting significance. Moreover , if knowledge is
made relevan t to the student 's curren t needs, i t is
henceforth viewed as a desirable commodity. A
studen t who is allowed t o ask ques t ions t ha t ma tt er
to him soon lcarnes the habit of self-generating

inquiry.
Finally, there is the matter of leadership. A crucial
distinction must be made between authority and
authoritarianism . The former represents accumulated
experience, knowledge, and insight. The latter represents their counterfeits: age masquerading as maturity, information as understanding, technique as
orig inality. Authoritarianism is forced to demand the
respect that authority draws neutrally to itself. The
former, like all demands, is likely to m eet with hostility ; the latter, like all authenticity, with emulation.
Our universities—our schools at every level—are rife
with authoritarianism, all but devoid of authority.
In any given seminar, the teacher, expounding on
the subject of his choice, aim ost always knows more
facts than anyone else. He is also older and has had
more professional training. There are the raw materialsinformation, experience, disci p line, out of which authority can come, but they do not guarantee'authority.
If information has not been digested and personalized ,
if years have added grayness rather than growth , if
training has submerged he person in the specialist,
then the potential authority turns into a mere authoritarian. And it is the rare authoritarian when given
power-when put , say, in charge of adolescents—who
can resist the satisfaction of reducing them to his
level. So it is that one generation , desperate lest its
own achievement be exceeded , corrupts the next—al l
the while protesting benevolence. Fathers are not
known to encourage patricide—and few youths grow
to manhood.
But let us look at the authority , rather than the
authoritarian. Even the genuine authority—no one
realizes this better than he—i s limited in perspective.
The ideal Professor Jones, a master of both Shakespeare
and him self , knows that he can be surprised. He knows
that Joe Smith, freshman from Dubuque , has some
special experience that can illuminate a word or passage
from Hamlet ;Joe may be oblivious to generations of
scholarship, but he knows something about sons.
And he will tell it- if the climate is right , if Professor
Jones has made it clear that no one has a corner on
trut h , that competence is never across the board , and
that therefore leadership (in a classroom discussion,
in life) should shift as areas of competence shift. If
he can convey that much to Joe Smith , Professor
Jones will have given him the one encouragement
essential to true education : U.timately each man can ,
must , become his own authority. This is the one path
to adulthood— and democracy.
*
*
*
*
*
Grades and Exams
It is often said that^ grades are necessary training
f or life ," for the competition that defines and measures
all aspects of adulthood. While one may agree that
competition is omnipresent, one can question its
desirability and necessity, To the extent that we know
anything about human nature, and we don 't kn ov much ,
th ere is little reason to believe that the competi-.ive
drive is an instinctual and therefore inevitable componen t of behavior (witness the human product of
the kibbutzim in Israel). Competition continues to
be the hallmark of our society because we continue
to train our youth to act competitivel y, to measure
their worth in terms of how successfully they
dominate others rather than themselves.
The grading system also trains young Americans to
be more adep t at jud ging others than at understanding
t hem , and at jud ging, moreover , on t he b a sis of limi t ed
and largely unattractive qualities: how well an individual "p erforms " in public; how readily he assimilates established, values; how responsive he is to
pressure situations; how adept he is at mem orizing
and verbalizing; how mechanically he can provide
"ri ght " answers ; how obedien tly he can avoid "wrong "
question, I do not doubt that tests and grades prepare the student for the American life style. The
question is whether we approve of that sty le and
wish to perpetuate it.

Readings
There is reason t o doub t, as Vernard Z. Freidlander
has recen t ly argued , whe t her "na t ural curiosi t y, "
"hunger for learning," or "j oy in knowledge " can be

relied upon as a sufficient/incentive for academic
learning. Fricdlander poin ts out that young children
are chiefl y curious abou t matters that relate to
sexuality and that such curiosity is not automatically
transferable, as t he child grows older , t o scholas t ic
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topics. Indeed , if curiosity about sex is not satisfiedand uvour society it is more usually disapproved and
; suppressedl-the child's interest in asking questions
may be prem anently destroyed. Having been given
no answers or false answers to questions of pressing
urgen cy, he is not likely to consider raising questions
about m alters of less potent interest.
All of which raises the pessim istic possibility
that curriculum on the college level may be an enterprise of marginal value only. By age eighteen , it
could be said , it is too late to salvage curiosity. One
could answer that those who arrive as freshmen at
college, especially at a "prestige " college, can be
assumed to be those whose early craving for information was satisfied and encouraged. This answer is not,
however, very persuasive. The arrival of freshman Joe
Brown at Princeton 's protals means only that he has
distinguished himself in a secondary school, that he
has perform ed better in meeting its requirements
than m ost of his classmates. Since those requirements are usually geared to satisf ying the needs of
teachers rather than students, Joe Brown 's hi gh grades
may directly reflect, in inverse ratio, '., the slow
strangulation of his own curiosity.
Discussions
The important point it seems to me, is that human
exchange is fullest when it operates on a variety of
levels, including the emotional, the irrational, the
fantastic. Unfortunately, most educational stiuations
concentrate on only one level of human interaction—
the rational. In doing so, they try to make people into
what they are not—thinking machines-and end by
turning the average seminar into an exercise rather
than an experience.
The chief function of a university shou ld not be,
as is currently assumed, the accumulation and dissem ination of knowled ge, but rather the encouragement of
undividual growth Factual inform ation can aid in
that growth , but to do so it must be made relevant
to the individual's needs; it must post some problem
extend some challenge , answer some longing, if it
is to be incorporated rather than merely appended.
There is no one way to make knowled ge relevant
Any seminar is composed of a variety of individuals
with disparate life styles and contrasting perspectives. Moreover , the needs of a seminar group as a
whole, like those of the individuals who make it up,
do not remain constant. A sem inar 's structure must,
therefore , remain flexible enoug h to register shifts
in mood , and its climate permissive enough to allow
individual variety in the approach and solution or
problems. Som e discipline is necessary to a coherent
discussion, but it should be imposed not from above
but b y the individual on him self when he senses that
th e group's collective need demands a shift in attitude
and approach.
The centra l point , it seems to me, is that a seminar
must involve more than intellectual exchange. Opinions and values are most likely to be revealed when the
atmosphere encourages rather than suppresses emotional
in teraction. Opinions, never sh a ped solely by reasoning,
are always influenced b*y pers onal relat i onshi ps and
en counters, th emselves heightened with emotion ,
and thus are most likely to be exposed and examined
in an envir onment that contains an emotional dim ension. We want students to "re-examine their beliefs";
that , we like to say, is the whole point of education.
Since those beliefs were first formed in a m ultidim ensional setting, they cannot be successfull y
challenge d in a setting that is one-dimensional

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
In tellec t ual d evelopmen t does no t, canno t, take

place in vacuo. Indeed , it can be argued that intellectual development is predicated on the simultaneous
developmen t of the emotions. By intellectual developmen t, I do no t mean t he amassing of fac t s ( we all know
walking encyclopedias who are emo t i onal infan t s),
but rather what William Kessen , professor of spychology a t Yale , had called the individual' s "deligh t in the
solu t ion of problems , pursui t of the orderl y, joy
4,
in his own active inquiry, the relief and excitement of
setting his own goals." For that kind of intellectual
developmen t, one needs emotional growth as well.
The two are inextricably linked , and it is because we
have tried to separate them-have tried to exclude
emotion from the classroom -that we have turned
ou t many more pedan t s and parro t s t han human
please turn to page 12
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beings.
*

*¦

*

*

*

*

*

*

Postscript
The chief defect of our current seminar set-up,
it seems to me, is that we acknowledge only one form
of interaction: rationa l discourse concerned with the
mastery of factual deta il and the interpretation of
it. I have no wish to minimize the importance of this
f un ction. My poin t is that other levels of interacti on
are also present in every seminar , though we do not
choose to acknowledge them, and that there-if
acknowledge-could be of immense value in advancing
¦wha t I take to be tbe basic purp ose of education:
self-discovery These other levels of interaction are often
non-rational , non-verbal , even uncotiscious. They involve
alt those processes which currently go under the rubric
of "gr oup dyna mics," tha t is, "wha t happens " when
a group of five or more peop le come together—how
each individual presents himself and his ideas, what
roles he chooses to play, what roles he pr ojec ts onto
others, how he reacts to cha llenge , and debate , what
forms of disucssion he finds most congenial (or
most hreatenin g) , etc. etc. We are all, as teac hers,
necessarily involved in group dynamics, whether or not
we like the idea. Since we cannot escape tha t involvement , it seems to me we should try to deal with it
more responsib ly tha n we do. Tha t would mean facing
the fact that a variety of interactions do take place
in our seminar meetings, that these interacti ons influence
the form , the content and the retenti on of "rationa l
discourse, " and tha t they are therefore imp ortant to
excavate and understan d.
My tentative view is tha t in the long run this
can pro bably best be done by giving all gra duate
students , regardless of their field of specializatio n
training ingroup dynamics This would given them some
of the insights and skills needed , when they become
seminar leaders , to deal with certa in classroom
processes which are now handled by evasion, both ¦
conscio us and otherwise.

f ilm:
The
Private
Eye
This week, Film Direction will have two showings
of films with little in common but the fact that
they are tremendously enjoyable. Tomorrow
night at 7:30, a double feature of films starring
Humphrey Bogart , Beat and Devil ana The Big
Sleep will be shown , and Monday night , the
29th , also at 7.-30, a film by Monty Python , And
Now For Something Completely Different will
be screened .
Beat the Devil, directed by John Huston , and
featuring, in addi tion to Bogart , Gin a Lollabridgida , Peter Lorre, Sidney Grecnstrect , Rob ert
Morley, and Mary Astor, is a spoof of many
genres of Hollywood 40s movies, in cluding most
of the sorts that Bogart has become famous for.
Most of the movie was improvised during the
shooting, with the entire venture financed outside
t he usual Holl ywood channels t o ge t away f rom
producers ' restrictions. In particular', Beat the
Devil finished off that cycle of international
in trigue/private eye sort of film that features .
shady underw orld characters and an undercurren t of hard-bitten romance between Bogart
and the leading actress. Just such a film , in fact,
is The Big Sleep, wit h Bogar t as Philli p Marlowe ,
Raymond Chandler 's de tec t ive/ knig ht who was
t he one good guy who redeemed a corrup t Los
Angeles. Bogart established the private-eye
character as he was to stand in movies until
las t year 's The Long Goodbye wit h The Big
Sleep, Directed by Howard Hawks, and wi t h a
crisp scri p t wri tt en in par t by William Faulkner ,
(Beat tbe Devil's script is by Truman Capote,
st rangely enough ) Tbe Big Sleep f ea t ures Laure n
Bacall playing opposi te Bogar t in a role very
unlike the one-dimensional stereotypes afforded
worn en in most of the films of the time, and one
of the most com plicated plots ever unresolved
in a film. It 's incredibly quick and fascina ting and

Bogart 's never been more Bogarty.
Monty Python are English humourists whose
television show , Monty Python 's Flying Circus,
and record albums have beeri keeping England in
hysterics for years now, though they are still not
well known in this country. Their brand of humor,
is derivative of the Goon Show and the type of
humor displayed in , for instance, the Beatles
films, How I Won the War , The Bed Sitting Room
(shown here first semester) and The Peo ple Show ,
the dramatic company that tore apart Given last
Novem ber, but is intensely original, carrying the
absurdities and incongruities of the world to
their illogical, hysterical conclusion. And Now For
Something Compl etely Different is their first, and ,
thus, far , onl y film , released last year , and about to
be featured in this year 's San Francisco film festival . Expect the possibility of side pains from
laughter.

Committed to
Quiet
In response to requests from a number of
students, one dormitory has been designated as a
Study Center for 1974-1975. This dormitory,
Averill Hall , will be coeducational and will have
specific quiet hours established by the residents.
Those students electing to live in the "quiet dorm "
will commit themselves in writing to the principle
of quiet during certain times for rest and study.
Since the inception of dormitory autonomy,
there j iave been frequent complaints from students
th at "mutual consideration " has not always
led to a residential atmosphere where serious
stud y and adequate sleep were possible. Dean
Downing, who is primarily responsible for housing,
hopes the new "quiet dorm " will provide an
attractive option for theose students seeking a
life style not available in other dormitories.
Averill was selected as the Study Center
because it is coeducational, centrally located on
campus, and will accommodate approximately
the num ber of students who have indicated a
desire for this type of living option. Head Resident
will be Mark Arnold. Some carefully selected
freshmen will be assigned to Averill and they,
too, will be expected to commit themselves to
the "quiet dorm " concept.
Interested students may select rooms in
Averill at Dean Downing 's office on second floor
Eustis or at room drawing. Questions about all
housing should be directed to Dean Downing,
EXT. 287. or to current dorm staff members.

SOS:
Save Our Seas
From th e perspective of international law one of
the m ost interesting developments in w orld unity
and cooperation shows itself in the current process of
creating a new regime for the oceans. In Caracas this
summer an immense dip lomatic conference of anywhere from 4,000 to 5,000 people will meet to frame
new treaties concerning the oceans.
The Spenser Lecture on April 29 will be concerned with this subject. Richard A. Baxter will deliver the lecture "All at Sea, a New Cons t it ut ion of
the Oceans. " Prof. Baxter is a professor of law at
Harvard Law School. He has served the government
in an official capacity as a member of the U.S. delegation to the 1971 and 1972 Conferences of Governmen t Experts on International Humanitarian Laws,
a mem ber of the U.S. delegation of the 1974 Diplomatic Conference on International Humanitarian
Laws at Geneva, and is a member of the Advisory
Committee on the Laws of the Seas of the Departmen t of State. He is also president nominate of the
American Society of International Law. The lecture
will be in Given at 8:00 p,m,

The Open Eye is a "group of theater artists
who bring together in one creative enterprise gifted
artists from the discip lines of acting, dancing, singing
d esigning, instrumental composition and performance." Directed by Miss Jean Erdman, the
group will appear at Colby this Saturday night ,
8:00 p.m. in Wadsworth Gym , perf ormi n g "Moon
Mysteries," three (Noh) dramas by William Butler
Yeats. Admission will be 75 cents. Sponsored by
Student Government.
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to me. Each line was enunciated with such dynamic
variety and expression that every meaning was
clear . The melodies unwound and interwove in
beautifully articulated phrases of continuous
music, in juxtaposed rh ythms, and in the m; :ingly difficult style of twelve tone compositions.
With delicacy guilding to powerful climaxes, they
charmed their audience.
The Lund University Male Chorus is a credit to
Sweden. The an hour and a half , they presented
contemporary music from the Soviet Union , Germany, Finland , Poland , Denmark , Norway and
Sweden. Most of all , they did this extremely
w«ll ! Their stage presence was the best I've seen
in a long time. ' And they had their moments of
humor. (A sick cat • meow has a tendency to elicit
laughs in American audiences.) Remarkably,
the chorus practices only once a week, in. a
three or four hour rehearsal. That fact alone makes
it all the more difficult to believe the fantasti c
barbershop rendition of "Up A Lazy River " th at
eight of the men participated in. Our own Colby
Eight should be jsalous.
I wish these personable students luck as they
continue their concert tour in the United States.
Colby was only th e second stop on a tour that will
culminate with a performance at the Lincoln Center in New York. They deserv e a grea t r ound of
applause as music ambassadors par excellence.
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make about learning: that only when the necessity
t o please ot hers is r e moved , can the main job of
self-evaluation begin. Most young teachers, like
most s t uden t s, are af raid much of t he t ime t hey are
in cl ass , and f ear guaran tees t ha t energy will go
in to defensive strategics rather than creative explorations.
plea se turn to page 11
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f unc t ions t o be conduc t ed eff ec t ively and

efficien tly, whether in an active period or in
a rela t ively quiet time. It has been carefully
drawn up to be flexible; to be
adaptable ; and to be relevant and just as effective
and eff icien t, 10 years from now as it could
be tomorrow. We, the Committee for Stu-G
reorganization and Stu-G with the initiating
of this committee and its subsequent approval
of t he f inal documen t, urge you to give us
your support in our drive for change.

VOTE

Marina THIBEAU
Martha DEWEY
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
t o t he BOARD OF TRU STEES

Friday, April 26t h

Ain t
No
Jibe

Battered
Around
Bruce Carmichael
One doesn 't like to have to say it , but the
Colb y baseball team is off to a bad start. The
expected good season will only come about
with a drastic change in the present course of
events. At this point , the team is 4-5 with 15
games remaining in the season. It isn 't as bad
as it looks, though...the team has lost 3 games
by 1 run and the other two by a total of 4
runs. But , as it is so often said : to have a good
season you have to win the close ones.
At Boston College, the Mules cracked the
ball all over the field-unfortu nately Eagle
players were there to catch all the shots. Bain
Pollard knocked in both Colby runs with a
double to make the score 4-2, Colb y hit
Boston College pitcher Bill Ruane easil y but was
unable to drop hits in ...a disappointing loss.
The home opener saw Colby lose to Williams ,
8-7 , with number two pitcher Rich Oparowski
looking good at times and bein hit hard at
^
others. Will iams started the game strong with
3 runs in the first inning. After that , Oparowski
was able to hold them scoreless until the ei ghth ,
when they scored once, and the ninth , when
four runs crossed the plate. Costly errors in the
late innings set up runs and a 3 run home run
finished off the M ulcs. For Colby, Bain Pollard ,
Gene Delorcnzo and Jeff Lcntz hit home runs.
Colb y sp lit the Saturday doublchcader with
Wesleyan , losing the first 1 1-10 and taking the
second 3-0. First, the bad news. The Mules
made 7 errors in the first game and left 5
runn ers on base in the first two innings. That just
about sums up the game. The onl y bri ght lig ht
wa s t he a bo rt iv e rally which fe ll jus t one run
sh ort hel ped by Chuck Murray 's home run.
The second game was a different story with
soph om ore Joe Stella coming through with a
masterfu l 3 hit shutout to halt the Mule losing
stre ak. Stella seemed to be in charge all the way
and lo oked ex t remely sharp in his second start ol
the year. Hitting support was provided by the
o t her half of t he ba tt ery as Do n Sheeh y had two
hi ts.
Monday , at the University of Maine PortlandGorham , Colby again got good pitching, this time
from freshman Rene Mar tinez. Martinez , in his
firs t Varsity start scattered 8 hits and struck
ou t 10 in a strong performance, If Martinez can
remain free of con trol trouble and throw as he-

did at UMPG he will be invaluable as the team s
fourth starter. Hitting stars in the game were
Jeff Lentz with a big double, Bain Pollard with
3 hits and Gene Delorenzo with 2.
The home contest with the University of
New Hampshire was a heartbreaker as Colby
fell , 7-6 . It was a "must " game for the Mules
as UNH represents one of the stronger team s
on the schedule. Colby seemed to put it all
together but was still unable to gain the win.
Both teams hit and fielded well. For the home
squad , Don Sheeh y and Chuck M urray
both had 3 hits and each had a home run
among his hits. Colby led most of the game
until UNH rallied for 3 runs in the eighth
innings to take the contest.
Looking ahea d, Colby must return home ,
after a weekend swing to Nichols and Northeastern , with three victories. They need the
momentum of a few wins to be read y for the
State Series home game with Maine next
Tuesday. To do this , and to be read y for Maine ,
the defense , both p itching and fielding, will
have to be in top form. Also, the team will
have to be hungry for wins. We 'll see what
happens .

During the past two years, under the direction of Tom Gill and Chezzie 111, the Colby
Sailing Council has become a strong campus organization.
The club now has five 420's and three Tech
dinghies at the Outing Club facility on the Belgrade Lakes. The boats will be available for student use before May 1.
The racing team has achieved varsity sport
status (making it eligible to receive donations
fr om alumni), and this past weekend won a
p lace in the finals for the New England College
Championships. A squad composed of skippers
Charlie Fitts and Chezzie 111, and crews Joh n
Lumbard and Steve Mixter , took third in their
sem i-final elimination round at M .I.T., p lacing
ahead of Holy Cross, Bowdoin , Merrimac,
and U.N.H.
Today the team travels to Bowdoin for a
dual meet, and on May 4-5 they return to Boston
for the New England Championships.
If you are interested in racing or recreational sailing, contact Charlie Fitts, KDR ,
ext. 349 or John Lumbard , DKE , ext. 551.

Racketeers
Doug Endreson
A shaky start preceded a shut-out as the
Mules began the '74 net season. Tufts and MIT ,
traditionally strong teams, downed Colby 5-4
and 6-3 respectively sending Colby back to
Maine with a 0-2 record. Singles wins accounted
for 6 of Colby 's 7 points in the two matches.
Against both teams Colby split the singles 3-3
but was unable to take the win in doubles,
managing one win against Tufts and being shutout at MIT.
The only bright spot in the two losses was
th e play of the two freshmen Dave Vaughan
and Bruce Thompson! Together they produced
four wins—keep ing Colby in both matches.
U. Maine at Portland-Gorham met Colb y
at home and got shellacked 9-0. The competition
was considerabl y weaker than MIT or Tufts
but no one gets a shut-out without play ing well.
Everyone won-Dobbins, Thompson , Curry,
McDcrmott , Vaughan , and Hatton in singles
and Robbins-Hatch , Curry-Cohn , and Vaug h anThompson in doubles.
There are tougher matches ahead and to
win consistently Colby will rely on it s depth ,
unquestionabl y their greatest strength. Robbins ,
Cohen and Captain Curry dominate the top
three and all are in their fourth year of Colb y
tennis.
Cohen is a back court player , a percentage
hitter whose ground strokes cither force an '
opponent 's mistake or set up an easy shot. He
and Thompson can hit anything back.
Ro bbins is the most aggressive p layer Co lb y
has. He con stantl y rush es net attacks and goes
for winners. Right now he is number 1 and is
likely to stay there for a while.
Hatch , M cDcrmott, Va ughan and Tho mpson
cxchnngc,4, 5 , and 6 with occassional forays
int o the seniors domain. McDcrmott and Hatch
arc veterans. Vaughan and Th ompson , the
freshmen , will both be expected to do a lot
in the next three years.
Doubles co mbina t ions t o dat e have been
Robbins-Ha tch , Cohen-Curry, and VaughanThonipson. They arc n early even with none
ou tstanding. Vaughan and Thompson arc the
best combination and should develop, wi t h
experience in to the top duo.

" Equality
Destroys "
Rebecca Littleton

The nation 's college athletic directors have
vowed an all-out opposition to a set of regulations
of the Education Amendments Act of 1972, which
if approved by HEW and President Nixon will dramaticall y change intercollegiate athletics. Title IX
states that "no person in the United States shall, on
the basis of sex, be excluded from partici pation in ,
be denied the benefits of , or be subj ected to discrim ination under any education progra m or acti- V
vity receiving Federa l financial assirtance ." Ms.
Gwen Gregory, an HEW lawyer , has proposed rules
that deal extensively with im plementing requirements for athletic progra m s of educational institutions. Basically, the interpretations indicate
that the athletic budget shall be cut down the
middle and divided equally between men and women,
and equal facilities, schedules, and sports must be
provided for both men and women at all colleges
if the school wishes to continue receiving any form
of governmental aid from any of the federal
programs.
J ohn Winkin , acting in his official capacity as
current president of the National Association of
Collegiate Directors of Athletics protested this
set of regulations in a letter to the President,
claiming that they had gone beyond the intended
scope of the Title IX law (civil and equal ri ghts) .
and predicting the doom of intercollegiate athletics.
March 5, 1974
President Richard M . Nixon
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. President:
A s President of the National Association of
Collegiate Directors of A thletic s, representing over
1,150 collegiate Athletic Directors , I am writing to
yoti expressing serious concern regard ing the draf t
regulatio ns prepa re d hy the HEW Office of Civil
Rights in implementation of Title IX of the Educatio n A mendments Act of 197 i.
Our Associatio n rep resents most four -year
colleges and universit ies as well as two-year community and junior colleges in our nation. Our
membership embraces institutions who bold w embership in the majo r regulatory bodies, specifically The
National Collegiate Athletic Association, The
Natio nal Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
and The Nationa l J unior College Athletic A ssort an. The adm inistratio n of tbe athletic pro grams are ultim ately given the force of lav) . The
effects are likely to be disruptive, often destructive and counter pr oductive to the very obje ctives

which Title IX seeks to attain.
There is no evidence , to our knowledge , in the
language and history of Title IX to indicate that
Congress intended to apply Title IX to collegiate
or intercollegiate athletics. As it is, the draft
regulations as drawn pr ovide specific rule s f o r the
co nduct of athletic p rograms at educational institutions. Ironicall y, these regulations are emerging at
a time -when tremendous progres s is being made in
the develop m ent of women 's intercollegiate and
intramural programs at most educational institutions.
Our natio n is certa inly aware of your deep interest and support of the value of intercolleg iate
athletics and the educatio nal worth of the many
fine prog rams in our country. We cannot believe
that you wish your adm inistratio n to destroy the
growth of interc ollegiate athletics throug h the
interpretations of at? act which, when drafted , never
intended such an outcome. Our organization is
grave ly concerned tha t the HEW draft regulations
are being drawn up by persons totally unfamiliar
with the practica l problems of athletic administra tion. We sincere ly hope that you will carefully
examine the implications of these draft regula tions to the future of intercollegiate athletics before allowing them to be given the force of law.
We would appreciate your every consideratio n and
attention to this vital concern.
Respectfu lly yours,
J ohn W. Winkin
President
Whether or not Colby, which boasts a full
coeducational ph ysical education program would be
subjected to the scrutiny of HEW and incur the
withdrawal of funds is unknown , but it is evident
that there is disparity in the intercollegiate programs,
for women receive less than 10% of the total
athletic budget. Winkin noted that these regulations are coming at a time when "tremendous
progress" is being made in the status of women 's
athletics. The ire roused by these proposals define
the difference between progress the schools are
making-and a huge shove into full equality.

Improvi ng by
Leaps and Bou nds
The Colby Gymnasts travelled to Orono
on April 13 to compete with 5 other teams,
scoring an upset victory over U. Me. Presque
Isle, U. M. Orono , U. M. Farmington , Nasson
College , and Bowdoin. This was their first
vi ct ory since t he t eam began wi t h t wo members
in 1970, The final score was Colby, 38.59 ,
U. M. P. I. 37.49, and Orono 34,77. Gallic
Dusty placed first on the uneven bars and second
on the balance beam. Cathy Durand boosted
Colby 's score with her second p lace vaul t, and
Anne Richard s pl a ced t hird on bo t h t he unevens
and the balance beam. Barb y Bcra n 's and
Francie Palmer 's floor exercises were deciding
factors in the Colby victory.
Tuesday ni gh t Colb y hosted a meet with
UMO , UMF , and Bowdoin. Once again , t he Colb y
Gymnasts took first p lace , t his t ime wit h

the help of Melinda Walker. Unique in this
meet was Ron Ayotte's outstanding perform ance
on the uneven parallel bars. Ron is a male m ember
of the women 's team , as there is no team for men.
Anne Richard s placed first on the uneven bars and
third on the beam. Gallic Dusty tied for first
on the floor and on beam , placed second in
vaulting, and third on bars.
The Maine State meet was held last Saturday
at UMPG with seven teams competing. U. Me.
Presque Isle took the team trop h y, while Colby placed
second and UMO third . Gallic Dusty was the top
all-round competitor , taking 1st p lace on the
balan ce beam , 2nd in vaulting, and tying with
Anne Richards for 1st place on the unevens.
Perhaps the success of the Colby Gymnasts
will encourage the Athletic Department to provide
them with some essential equipment which they
now, unfortunately, lack.

Sigma Delta Chi Scholarship
The New England Chapter of Sigma Delta
Chi , the professional journalism society , has
announced a new $500 scholarship for an individual committed to a professional career in journalism.
Upperclassmen (current juniors or seniors)
and graduate students are eligible. Journalism ,
English , or Communications students at a fouryear institution in Rhode Island , Massachusetts,
Maine , New Hampshire and Vermont are welcome to apply.
The scholarshi p has been established to assist
a student who has shown promise in journalis m
but needs assistance to complete his or her
schooling. Financial need will play a strong factor in the final selection. Part-tim e, summer and
school experience will also be considered.
Students should write to Larry Strum , Scholarship Chairman , Boston University Medical Center , 720 Harrison Ave., Room 203, Boston
02118. Applications will be mailed immediately..
The closing date will be Monday, June 3.
The recipient will be invited to the September meeting of the New England Chapter in
Boston to receive the scholarship.
The professional Chapter will award eight
other $500 grants through a special arrangement
with Northeastern University 's Department of
Journalism. Sixty SDX members and other proffessionals contributed their time in 1973-74
to teach a seminar course , in Mass Communications. There are Northeastern students only.
A number of other grants are awarded by the
national Sigma Delta Chi organization. For information write 35 East Wacker Drive, Chicago
60601.

A $100 award for the most outstanding piece
of ar t work exhi b i ted will b e one of t he f ea t ures
of the Crafts Fair scheduled for Saturday , May 4 ,
by the Hilltop Com p lex Cr a f t s Cen t er a t t he
Universi ty of Maine 's Orono campus.
Judge for the art award will be Fran Merritt ,
director of the Haystack Crafts School.
The fair , which is expec t ed t o a tt rac t some
60 professional and student artists , will be held
on t he Mall a t UMO if t he wea t her is good and
in the Memorial Field House if it is inclement.
The even t is p lanned for 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and is
b eing held in conjun ct ion wi t h Maine Day
Weekend.
A r t work will be j udged bef ore being selec t ed
for exhibit at the fair. Professionals will be
jud ged by members of t he Hays t ack Craf t s
School and students by the Crafts Center workers,

During t he f air , music , blues s t yle , will be
provided by Pe t er Acheves of Por t land and a

puppet show will be given.
Chairman is Kath y Frizzell , supervisor of
dorm comp lex workshops at UMO. Nan
Albcrg is director of the UMO Crafts Center.
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' Student Overseas Services
Summer jobs

Thursday
>^ «__r" 4:00
j fftfe 6:30
«__¦*
/ .^ 7:00
7:30

I
g
I
8
1
i

Lecture: "American Perceptions of China"
Colby Symposium Series-Robin Hamill
Four Spanish One-Act Plays
Illustrated Lecture-Charles Berger(Wolves)

-

Friday
a.m. Class and Slides—Charles Berger
y»* 10:30
12:30
Noonday Recital
/^^
3:00
Baseball vs. Babson
#$^
Biology Seminar—James McCleave
«_ _r'^_ *' 4:30
7:30
. Films: "Beat the Devil, "Surfacing on the
Thames," "The Big Sleep "

1

Saturday

Lovejoy
Dunn Lounge
Roberts Loft
Lovejoy

LS 5
Given
LS 5
L 100

I
S
g
8

_ n_.
ii__r 8:3Q
T^*
F 2:00
f . M
^
8:00

Grad Recs
Lacrosse vs. Nasson
Tennis v. Brandeis
Dance-Drama: "Moon Mysteries"

Runnals Gym

I
I

^^ ^% Sunday
F ]r% 8:00

Concert—Colby Community Orchestra

Runnals

B
1
S

^^
^ £ /j
S
^L^*
r

Monday
3:00
6:00
6:30
7 *30
8:00
Tuesday
3:00

L 106

Lacrosse vs. Babson
Katahdin Council
Open Fabric Arts Workship
Film: "And Now For Something
Different "
Spencer Lecture—Richard R. Baxter

Roberts
Roberts

Film : "Horsefeathers"

L 100

i

9:30

¦

Wednesday
6-.00
Class: Kundalini Yoga
8:00
Albion Woodbury Small SymposiumGeorge Homans
8:30
Intro . Lecture-T.M.
9:30
Film: "Monkey Business"

jt
|
1
R
g
I
B
g
I
I
I
I
S
|

Lovejoy
Given

New Philosoph y Course

>*% >_^
-%£m 14:0°
_J ^/ 5:30

^
I
1

Johnson Hall
Woodman

Baseball vs. UMO
Tennis vs. UMO
Room selection , class of 1975
Room selection,class of 1976

I
g
I

I
¦

Maine Events, April 25-May 1
Lecture-U.S. Foreign Policy
Flea Market
String Quartet
Nasson Chorale
Choral Festival
Film:*'The Nightcomers"
Film:"Saboteur"
Theater:"Damn Yankees:;
Forum : "Moon Mysteries"
Exhibition and sale-graphic arts

(Europe)-The Student Overseas Services (SOS)
which has been helping college students in Europe
for the past 16 years announces that the number
of sum mer jobs now available in Europe is
higher than original estimates. The placement office
of the service states that in an effort to bring
interested students together with available jobs
a speeded up mail application system is being
used. Jobs are given out, as always, on a nonprofit, first come, first served basis to students
only between 18 and 27 years of age.
Students who have never previously worked
or studied in Europe must undergo a brief orientation period at their own expense, after they
arrive in Europe. Among other benefits to
students, the orientation is designed to make
certain every student gets off to their job on
the right foot. Job s, mostly in resorts, restaurants
and hotels, are not always plush and the work
can be hard . But the fact is that a job is there,
in Europe, and with free room and board and a
standard wage any student willing to work can
see and benefit from a trip to Europe at a minimal
or even break-even cost.
As time is drawing short for this summer, interested
students should obtain and submit their applications soon. The forms, job listings and descriptions,
and the SOS Handbook will be sent to anyone
sending their name, address, name of school and
$1 (for printing, postage, addressing and handling
only) to either SOS, Box 5173, Santa Barbara ,
California 93 108; or directly to SOS Placement
Office, 22 Ave de la Liberte, Luxembourg—Europe.
Students can speed up processing by getting and
holding until requested, 3 passport size photos
and a letter of recommendation from a teacher
or former employer.

Smith Lounge
Given
L 215
L 100

April 25 , 7:30
April 27, 10-3
April 25 , 8 p.m.
April 28, 3 p.m.
April 27
April 25, 7:00
April 25, 7:30
April 26-28
April 26, 8:00
April 25 10-4

UMF
UMPG
Mt. Desert High School
Nasson College, Springvale
UMO
UMO
UMO
Central School, Auburn
Cony High School, Augusta
Bowdoin College
;

Academy for Jewish Studies Without Walls
The Academy for Jewish Studies without Walls
is sponsored by the American Jewish Committee
in association with The University of Haifa. It
consists of unique college-level correspondence
courses in Jewish Studies, for Jews and non-Jews,
designed t by distinguished scholars and conducted on an individual basis by trained U.S.
tutors. It is possible to enroll any time after
May 1, 1974 and take up to otic full year to
complete each course . Credit equivalent to three
semester hours will be given by the University
of Haifa to Academy students who satisfactorily
complete all course requirement, Courses cost
$90 per course plus books. For more informawrite to the Registrar, Academy for Jewish
Studies without Walls, 165 East 56th Street,
New York , N ew York , 10022.

Los t :

Timex watch with brown leather strap. Call
James Coderre at this number: 8-29774 or see
him in 118 Pepper.
Parker pen. If found , return to Cathy Konrfal.
Small gold necklace. If found , return to
Barbie Braran,
¦
. .
Found :
A lad y 's calendar watch with black strap.
A small bracelet with little hearts around it, the
chain is gold in color.
Louis e Coburn Reading Prize
Tryouts for the Louise "Coburn Reading Prizes
will be held on Monday, April 29, at 7:00 p.m.
in 204 C M.L.
Finals for six contestants will be held in the
Lovejoy Building on Wednesday, May 8 at
4:00 p.m.

A new course will be offered this fall' to celebrate the 70_ th anniversary of the death of St.
Thomas Aquinas.. Philosophy 297 will consist
of two-hour meetings to be held Tuesday evenings each week. Each meeting will include a
lecture (topics and speakers listed below)
followed by a discussion period. Students may
elect this course for two or three credits. Those
opting for three credits will be responsible for a
term paper in addition to a final exam ination.
1. The Philosophical Background-F.H. Parker
(Philosophy and Relig.)
2. The Cultural Backgrou nd—C.J . Berschneider
(History)
3. The M etaphysics of St. Thorn as-Y . Hudson
(Phil, and Relig 4. St. Thomas' Psychology-P. Perez and J.
Gillespie (Psych)
5. St. Thomas on Reason and Logic-R.P. McArthur (Phil, and Relig.)
6. St. Thomas' Theology-I-R. Thorwaldsen
(Phil, and Relig.)
7. St. Thomas' Theology-II-T.W. Longstaff
(Phil, and Relig.)
8. Natural Law Ethics-R. Reuman (Phil and
Relig.)
9. St. Thomas' Political Theory-A. Mavrinac
(Govt)
10. St. Thomas on Art and Literature-J. Ferster (Eng.)
11. Reason in the Rcnasissance-R ,M. Benbow
(Eng.)
12. St. Thomas in the Twentieth Century-CW.
Bassett(Eng,>, C. MacKay (Eng), R. McArthur ,
1
et. al. -

G ay Da nce
There will be a gay dance sponsored by the
Bridge in Mary Low Lounge at 8 p.m. on
Saturday, April 27. Cover charge is $1; refreshments, BYOB if you want.
¦*- .
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Persp ective:
An Idea of God
Steve Hake

Christian view, the universe and we human
beings in the universe have not always existed, but
rather were created by an omnipotent and
self-contained God, and are now sustained by
Him. So naturally, we Christians see not only
ourselves as God's creatures, but also nonChristians, whatever they themselves may
think they are. Those who don 't believe in
God, on the other hand, do not see themselves
or the universe as created by God , but rather
as having "always been there" in some sense.
They see themselves as autonomous in that uni-

Any kind of a full statement of the evidences
for Christian belief in an ECHO article, or even
a series of articles, is obviously impossible, as
whole volumes have been written on each particular aspect of that evidence alone, but we do
hope that what we say in this article may perhaps
stir up a few to a fuller search through that
evidence.
We will not at first deal with "facts" per se,
but rather with what we do with facts, or the
interpretation we put upon them. On the

The Theater At Monmouth
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Shakespeare 's
The Taming of the Shrew
Caesar and Cleopatra
Shaw's
Limited number of season tickets available. Ideal for graduation I
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Cumston
Hallii , Monmouth
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between Lewiston and Aucusta

The M erchant of Venice
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Please sent me
season tickets ® $15.00 each
$
Also I wish to m ake this tax-deductablc contribution $
Name
A. Adrcss

,
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Please make
checks payable to„The Theater at Monm outh and mail to
„
, _, . „„,_.
„ .
_ , , ._
... 04330
Beverly Shevis, RFD no. 2, Augusta,
Maine
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verse and answerable to no Creator God.
Now the Christian God makes very prodigious
claims. He claims that in creating the universe
. and us hum an beings in it, He put his stamp,
so to speak, on all His creation. In other words,
He claims that "his invisible nature, namely,
his etermal power and deity, has been clearly
perceived in the things that have been made" (Rom.
1:20). So that those who do not believe v are
with out excuse. We have had our picnics and
hunting parties, as it were, on God's estate,
and paid no heed to His ownership signs everywhere about, but rather insulted His representatives whey they came around to collect
rent.
Why, then , if the evidence is plain , do not
all men acknowledge God by believing in Him?
Because they do not want to believe, knowing
the truth , they suppress it. For if.' all this is
really true about the Christian God , we are all
accountable to Him and undone before Him .
To acknowledge, and not suppress, the truth of
these things involves acknowledging our bankruptcy before God and adopting a suppliant 's
attitude, and this we are unwilling to do.
So what we are saying amounts to a challenge
of the most basic presupposition of the nonChristian , namely, that he is autonomous. On
this presupposition , he makes his own intellect
or experience the criterion by which he measures
the possibility or impossibility of all the Christian's
statements about God. In the interest of
brevity, only one illustration will be given to
demonstrate this. We quote :
Basic to all the facts and doctrines of Christianity and therefore involved in the belief in God,
is the creation doctrine. Now m odern philosophers
and scientists as a whole claim that to hold
such a doctrine or to believe in such a fact is
to deny our own experience. They mean this
not merely in the sense that no one was there
to see it done, but in the m ore basic sense tha t
it is logically impossible. They assert that it would
break the fundamental laws of logic.
The current argument against the creation
doctrine derives from Kant. It may fitly be
expressed in the words of a more recent philosopher, Jam es Ward : "If we attempt to conceive
of God apart from the world, there is nothing
to lead us on to the creation." (REALM OF ENDS,
p. 397.) That is to say, if God is to be connected
to the universe at all, he must be subject to its
conditions. Here is the old creation doctrine. It
says that God has caused the world to come
into existence. But what do we mean by "cause"?
In our experience it is that which is logically
correlative to the word "effect ". If you have an
effect you must have a cause and if you have a
cause you must have an effect. If God caused
the world, it must therefore have been because
God couldn 't help producing an effect. And
so the effect may really be said to be the cause
of the cause. Our experience can therefore
allow for no God other than one that is dependent
upon the world as much as the world is dependent upon Him.
The God of Christianity cannot meet
these req uirements of the autonomous men.
He claims to be all-sufficient. He claims to have
created the world , not from necessity but from
His free will. He claims not to have changed
Himself when He created ihe world, His existence
must therefore be said to be impossible and the
creatio n doctrine must be said to be an absurdity .
(Cornelius Van Til , WHY 1 BELIEVE IN GOD,
p. 13.)
And so does the autonom ous man reject as
impossible each of the doctrines of Christianity
in turn. Yet, as autonomous, he has no adequate
integratio n point within himself.
As Christians we claim that we have found
that adequate integration point in God , yet
it is not we that have found Him , but rather
He that has found us. What wc have, we have
only by grace and only to give away to all who
will receive it. We are not hidden , but ready and
eager to talk to all. Fo r since, in the wisd om
of God , the world did not know God through
wisd om . it p leased God through the folly of
what we p reach to save those who believe,
(I. Cor, 1:21.)
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Remember: Red Cross is more than
blood
drives. It's more than helping the

thousands of victims of disasters. In fact ,
There are a lot of jobs to be done in
American Red Cross tackles over 100
this world,helping people in trouble, in
different kinds of "Helping People" jobs
pain,in distress.American Red Cross
—in the city,the suburbs
takes on more of these jobs than anywherever you are.
body.Surprised?
We need money, it's true,so we can
go on offering all our free services.But
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AMERICAN RED CROSS CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. 74-182 -600 LINES -- (4 col. x 10JAM )
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Make reservations for June graduation .

Arnold

GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DONUTS &M&%
GET SOME LOVIN ' BACK
BHbT

th

ho mc of Ma tne sea foo d

and WEBBER'S STEAK HOUSE.

Jf m

6 SOUTH END™ -*
HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN

0^)

Fab ulous A ntip as t o Salads . Grinder s. Ravioli
Deliciou s St eaks , La sa g na , Manico t i

BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
dynamite drinks at
very reaso nable prices

W
^
f ^ ^ Between Waterville and Fairfield
- . On Routes 201, 100, and 11
Color television
Colby College Nearby

Orders to Go

phone: (207) 872-2735
;¦

Air Condit ioning

FOR SALE:

Phones
l
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ATKINS CO

1969 red BMW. Low mileage , radial t ires. AM/FM
radio , averages 28 mpg. No rust. Handles wellj ust tuned. An attractive car in good condition.
Call 465-2024.

34 MAIN ST. - WATERVILL E

We now carry a line of
American-made pocke t
calculators

873-3 79 1

ALL HOME COOKING

Swimming pool

______-_-__ff-__B-~-a*---'*-M----__--n____H-_M

MAINE'S FINEST

- from $39.95

Webber Steo h House

_$-***lC

wi|§&

S Sea Food rj ^

ALSO:

Cocktails • Tel . 207/453-901 1

3 Mm. north of downtown Waterville on Rw. 201 • 11 _ 100

Open 7:00 a.m to 10 p.m. ; weekends to 11 p.m.

Minolta Cameras , Olymp ia Typewriters , Polar oid
XL-70, Panasonic , Kodak Film Processing , Repairs ,
Xerox Copying

Quality Food ; Good Service, Low Prices , and
ju m. the ri ght amt of atmosphere at :
(Maine ' s Finest Little Steak House)

10% Discount to Colby Stude nts

BERRY' S

AT THE BOOKSTORE

S T A T I O N EPS

BLUES, JAZZ, ROCK

low - $1.98, $1.99 - low

rare Jazz items
>><^ -____________ K_ '
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Strea k on Down

74 MAIN STREET
WA TER V ILLE
MA INE
On Th e Concourse and Main Street

Prou d to be Your
Foo d Ser vice
^tS ^^^ m mt vmM% *
^f P

At COREY
Music Center
99 MA IN STUK RT

GUITARS
MARTIN

YAMAHA

GIBSON

HAGSTR UM

AMPLIFIER S & PA " S
TRAYNOR
YAM A HA
Pi .t ' SH

RECORDS -TAPE S - SMKK T MUSIC
ALL YOUR MUSI C AL NKKDS

isijeflfran
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more than a fine restaurant
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COLBY SPEC IALS
Si nce 1932
$1.95
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Village Barbers
113 Main Si.

They may glance
at your hair
Ladies Also ;
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mm NOW IN TIPs TOUCHSTONE PAPERBACK —

TH€
SCDUCTION
OF TH€ SPIRIT
THE USE AND MISUSE OF PEOPLE'S RELIGION
¦
An autobiographical odyssey from the
best-known, most iconoclastic and best-selling writer on religion in America today ¦
"Brilliant. " -Tfr e New York Times ¦"The
best book to read to discover the new theology in the making. " — Chicago Sun-Times

i
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$2.95 • A Touchstone Book published by
SIMON AND SCHUSTER
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Now you can
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protect yourself
¦__ _¦
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I
against muggers,rapists ^^§_w_{ __i^.B UUU
\gf^^
and worse with this
"^
amazing new whistle. Wear it
as a necklace or carry it as a key chain. Its long-range
penetrating shrill brings help in a hurry. The next dark
night {that 's tonight!) you'll feel a lot safer j ust knowing
you have the greatest protection in the world. Gives
obscene phone callers a shrilling earful,too.

I

GET IT BEFORE YOU HAD IT!

COME IN OR MAIL HANDY COUPON
Yes! I want to be saved ! Send me
London-Like Whistles
(Number )
Key Chain
Necklace
Chrome
I enclost$ 3.00 for each London-Like
Whistle. . understand that if 1 am not
totally satisfied , I will receive a complete
refund if returned in 10 days.

1
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HARV€ YCOX
author of The Secula r City

.—__

Fami iv ieW els Ltd
^Ttim WlarcI Av_nue
Milwaukee , Wisconsin 53209
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ONCE A KNIGHT,AFTER FOUR
NOT SO FRUITFUL YEARS
AS A FRESHMAM AT THE
UMIVERSITAS MEPIEVALUS
ASM , WAS APVISEP THAT
HE MUST FINP A MA JOR
COURSE OF STUDY, OR - lN
THE PARLANCE OF THE
TIAAE-SPLIT.

THIS PROVEP TO BE NO
MEAN FEAT, FOR THE KNIGHT
HAP LITTLE APTITUPE FOR
LANGUAGE.

ANP EVEN LESS FOR FIGURES.

ANP WAS NO STUDENT OF
HISTORY.

BUT,LO,HE PIP PROVE TO
HAV E AN ENGAGING WAY
WITH AAUSICKE .

IN FACT, SO ENGAGING WAS
HIS SONG THAT HE PIP WIN
THE EAR OF A CLEANING
LA PX WHO PIP POUR OUT
HER PRAISE .

WHICH'PI P,INAPVERTENTLV,
CONTAIN AN ADMISSION SLIP
TO THE PEPARTMENT OF
MU5ICKE... WHERE THE KNIGHT
PIP,AT LAST, FIND HIS RIGHTFUL
NICHE.

PROVING ONCE AGAIN; FOR
EVERY DRUMMER,THERE MUST
I3E A PRUMMEE.
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Schaoler Breweries, Now York,N.Y., Baltimore,Md,, Lehigh Valley,Pa,

After the gome
p in for a delicious
5_>COtt —l| 2 RoastDroBeef
Sandwich or Pizza
Italians

£)%

Groceries

COLD BEER

47 Wate r Street
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KENN EDY MEMO RIAL DRIV E

*

Dagwood

AT

EAT

RESTAURANT

WATE BVIU E. MAINE

Caterin g to the College Crowd
I on Thursday and Frida y nights BM Gras s Musjc
KHRIS PRJCKETT AND THE VALLEY BOYS
| One of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
IJ
7:00 a.m. -l .00 a.m.
I 1 9W Temple Street
I
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INFORMAL ATMOSPHERE

I GOOD FOOD*

STEREO
COMPONENTS
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Mcintosh

KLH
ADVENT
BOSE
DUAL
SANSUI
B & O
GARRARD
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WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA , ORONO
¦

NOW

Through your campus representative
STEVE TAIT
ext. 350
6-7-.30 p.m.

For all your travel needs—

WATERVILLE TRAVEL
183 Main St.
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WOLLENSAK
KENWOOD
KOSS
J.V.C.
STANTON
ALTEC-LANSING
REVOX
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Second* person
eats FREE !
Tq'ce your . friend to dinner;
but he eats -
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There Is such a thing as a free lunch at

the PUB
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*Careh: You pay only for tha higher
prlead of the two meals. Choose your
mMl *rom *h* ¦'•fi ular dall y menu.
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Sunday thru Wednesda y... 4 - 8 PM
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Intown Portland , Lewiston , Waterville
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TDK (Tape )
SONY
MARAtMTZ
PHILIPS
SHERWOOD
SHURE
/.

Maine 's largest Hi-F idelity Dealer
CHECK US FOR PRICES

Bee t and Brew.

Make your summer reservations
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